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COMMUNICATIONS.
A Cheering Word Iron Kennebec.

A friend of education,

a man

of democratic

Instincts, and a practical patriot, at Kent's
Hill, having occasion to send us a private letter, Indulges in a few reflections, the tone of
which so well pleases us that we take Uie liberty of transferring the following passages to
columns:

our

I

that you are about to advance the
subscription prije of the Press. Well, it is
right to do so, and your subscribers can but
feel that “necessity is upon you.”
I am a subscriber to the Daily Press, and
shall continue to take it while it supports the
government that has protected me and mine,
until the present day.
I made a tour to the eastern section of the
State in October, and beard the Press spoken
of in very high terms.
Success to you friend Gilman, and to the
Press that you edit, so long asyou,aud the
principles of your paper, sustain tile constitution and laws of my bleeding country.
I love my country, and have laid my first
boon
upon its aitar; and about twenty young
men who have been members of our school,
are now in the army and navy.
Now, dear sir, I care not by whom deliverance come*, if our country can bo saved.—
see

McClellan

was a

good general,

a

good patriot,

and a good Democrat—so is BurnMcClellan did ail he could, I think. I
hope BurnBlde will accomplish more. If he
conquers a peace with the sword of the nation every good and true patriot will rtfoice.
If he fail*, all will mourn. His politics make
him neither better nor worse. Why all this
talk in the
papers about the polities of our
Generals ? What do the people care about it ?
What do the soldiers care about it?
The would be great men ami leaders in political matters could be spared from the community, and the public would breathe the freer,
and the nation would be in a more healthy
a

good man,

side.

condition.

Fardon me for writing so much, for I intended merely to speak a word of encouragement, and ask for my bill.

[From the New York

Commerdal

Advertiser.)

The Blockade ofl Charleston.

A naval officer of the squadron employed in
blockading the port of Charleston, recently
addressed a communication to tlie Times,
showing some of the peculiar difficulties connected with tlie service, and poiutiug out facts

that show the blockade to be far inure efficient
than the commanders on the station and the
Navy Department receive credit (or. He complained, aud we suspect not without justice,
that, “much is said aud loud complaints are
mode iu the papers when a vessel successfully
runs tlie blockade, but people seem rarely to
hear of the blockade when prosecuted with
vigor and success, aud when valuable prizes
He adils:
are being frequently taken.”
“I have now been off here sixty days with
this steamer, forming oue of the blockading
squadron, aud during that time not a vessel has
got successfully in; and but one vessel, the
steamer Hero, has got out, which happened iu a
dark, foggy night, when it would have taken
fifty instead of twelve vessels to have successfully blockaded Charleston, for one couldn’t
possibly see the distance of a quarter of a mile.
“You may recollect that in the war of 1812,
when the harbor of New Loudon, the mouth
of which is not more than a mile across, was
blockaded by the English squadron, under Admiral Hardy, that Biddle, in the sloop-of-war
Hornet, under sail, successftilly ran out through
the blockading squadron, as close as they were

anchored.

thick and dark was the night that the
Hornet, as she passed the Admiral’s ship,
coaid hear the sentries call the “All’s well,”
and yet the vessels could not see each other.
“The entrance into the outer roads of Toulon Is not more than two miles across, yet the
French line-of-battle-ships, with.their sails set,
and as big as four story-houses, used to run
the blockade of the English ships even when
guarded by the siiarp eye of Nelson, and his
active, vigilant subordinates.”

that no other person could

How Rothschild Brought the “Old Lady of
Threadneedle Street” to her Manners.
An amusing adventure is related as having
happened to the Bank of England, which haa
committed the great disrespect of refusing to
discount a bill of a large amount, drawn by
Anselem Kothschild, of Frauklort, on Nathan
Rothschild, of London. The bank had haughtily replied “that they discounted only their
own bills, and not those of private persons.”
But they had to do with one stronger than the
Bank. “Private persons!” exclaimed Nathan
Rothschild, when they reported to him the fact.
“Erivate pensons!” I will make these gentlemen see what sort of private persons we are 1”

Three weeks afterwards Nathan Rothschild—
who had employed the interval in gathering
all the £5 notes lie could procure in England
and on the Continent—presented himself at
the Bank at the opening of the office. He
drew from his pocket-book a £5 note, and they
naturally counted out five sovereigns, at the
same time looking quite astonished that the
Baron Rothschild should have personally troubled himself for such a trifle. The Baroii examined one by oue the coins, and put them into a
little canvass bag, then drawing out another
note, a third, a tenth, a hundredth, he never
put pieces of gold into the bag without scrupu-

lously examining them, and in some instances
trying them in the balances, as he said, “the
law gave him the
right to do.” The first
pocket-book being emptied, and the first bag
full, lie passed them to his clerk, and received

second, and thus continued till the close ol
the Bank. The Baron ltad
employed seven
hours to change £21,000. But as he had also
nine employes of his house engaged in the same
manner, it resulted that the house of Rothschild had drawn £210,000 in gold from the
Bank, and that he had so occupied the tellers

I

change

a

single

MERCHANDISE.

note.

Everything which bears the stamp of eccentricity has always pleased the English. They
were, therefore, very much amused at the little pique of Baron Rothschild. They however laughed less when they saw him returh the
next day at the opening of the bank, flanked
by his nine clerks, and followed this time by
many drays, destined to carry away the specie. They laughed no longer when the king
of bankers said with ironic simplicity, “These
gentlemen refuse to pay my lulls'; I have
sworn not to keep theirs.”
“At their leisure—
only I notify them that I have enough to employ them for two months!” “For two
months I”
“Eleven millions in gold drawn
from the Bank of England which they have
never possessed!”
The Bank took alarm.—
There was something to be done. The next
notice
morning
appeared in the journals that
henceforth the Bank would pay Rothschild's
bills the same as their own.—[Boston Post.
Feigning Death.—Vo sooner did the principle or life insurance begin to find favor than
ingenious knaves found here a Held for their
operations. The first known fraud occurred in

In that year in an abscure part of Lona tall middle aged man with a
young
about twenty, reputed to be his daughlived
They
respectable though poorly and
being very quiet, made few acquaintances, and
no friends. Suddenly one night the woman was
taken ill. A physician was called—thought it
a slight attack, and left a
prescription. But
almost immediately afterwards the patient grew
rapidly worse, and before the doctor could be
called, died in great agony. He came, felt her
pulse, placed his hand on her heart, shook his
head, intimated all was over. She wTas buried
in due form; the sorrowing father presently
claimed and received a considerable sum which
had heen insured on the life of his daughter,
and disappeared.
JNot very long thereafter an old gentleman
and his daughter took possession of a respectable house in the neighborhood of Queen
Square .where #iey soon attracted attention by
I8d0.

don, lived
woman
ter.

receiving much company, keeping a generous
table, and opening parlors to somewhat high
play, at which it was afterwards remembered,
that though the old man did not engage, no

one ever won the hand of the young woman.
But a stop was soon put to tiie amusements.

The lady was taken suddenly ill, spasms of the
heart soon convulsed Iter frame: several physicians were hastily sent for, while the man
hung over his daughter in apparant agony of
spirit. One physician only arrived in time to
see her imitate tiie appearance of death; the
others,satisfied that tiie life had fledjtave their
certificates and pocketed their fees. Tiie coffin
was again put into the ground, and again the
bereaved father received many thousand
pounds from various underwriters, merchants
and companies with w hom he insured Uie life
of the departed.
Again—this time a few years later—these
two able actors appeared oil tiie same
stage.
This time tiie scene was at Liverpool; the man
a ship owner of reputed wealth, with whom
lived his niece, an unmarried lady, owning
considerable lauded property in her own right.
Tills was the report assiduously spread and
generally believed in the Change, whe re he
came to be much respected by those who
dealt with him. His house was open, and his
niece dispensed his hospitalities in a most
graceful manner. Presently it was rumored
that unsuccessful ventures had occurred, to
Which he frankly owned, mentioning gradually that his affairs demanded ready money,
which he would be forced to borrow. To do
so and secure his neice's property, it became
necessary that he should insure her life for
about two thousand pounds. As this was not
a singular transaction, he fouud
no difficulty
in getting underwriters. To save his credit
he asked that the matter should be kept
secret; and under the cover of this secret lie
succeeded in effecting iusuance with no less
than ten different merchants and companies in
London and elsewhere. Once more tiie game
was in his hands.
In a few (Lays the. lady was
taken ill. Tiie physician summoned found her
in convulsions, administered a specific, was recalled during the night, but came too late, as
death had apparently set in, and in the morning all Liverpool knew that the merchant's

nieoeldied suddenly.
This time, no hade was made about the funeral. Tiie lady almost lay in state for sever-

al days, and was visited by numliers: tiie physician certified that she died of a disease he
could hardly name; the grave received tiie
coffin, and tiie sorrowing uncle went about his
affairs; he seemed to suffer much, careless
about his business, and in no haste to claim
the insurance, most of which stood for months
after it becuuie due. lie had selected his men
with care, and knew that they would pay. Finally, conceiving a dislike for a place where
lie had suffered so much, he removed for a
change of air, mid w as heard from no more.
Some time after Ids final disappearance, suspicious were aroused, and on comparing notes
and descriptions, the life insurances were forced to the conclusion that they had been victimized by tin- shrewdest and most audacious
of villains. He was never heard from afterwards, and no doubt prudently enjoyed, in
some distant country, the fruits of his successful swindle. It is difficult to account for
the repeated success of so bold a fraud, and it
is generally supposed that tiie young woman
possessed the power of simulating death, of
which we read remarkable cases lu the records of various times.
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BUSINESS CARDS.

BUSINESS CARDS.

molasses, Wood,

Leaf and

Palm

Burnside

Tobacco.

<±_L

8 Bbls.
7 Hhds. Mclado,
4 Bbls. Honey,
249 Logs Cedar,
110 Logs Mahogany,
6* Tons Fustic,
865 Bundles Palm Leaf,
1(H) Mats
80 Bales Tobacco,
25 Hides,
3 Bales Sea Island Cottou,
Cargo of Brig “Charlena,” from Manzanillo, for
sale by
HOPHNI EATON,
nov3 lmd
No. 1 Central Wharf.

JOHN LYNCH & CO„

Saloon!

Eating

A-1 HHDS. MOLASSES,

"Wholesale

JOSEPH P. TAYLOR

WOULD

Saloon,

No. 51 Fore
where may bo found
gratify the appetite.

Street,

variety

a

EATABLES to

of

COMMISSION

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
(Opposite head of Widgery's Wharf,)
Psrllaait Me*
JOHN

LYTTCH,

1STew

ShippiD‘

dispensary

WOODMAN, TRUE A CO,
Importer, and

Hobson’s Wharf, foot of High Street.

oc30 d3m

Foreign

Vermont BnUcr.

Ladies’

to

■nperior

88

our

<

MATCH,

our

with auy other

match.

on

no

W. H.

KENNEY,

sep#—3m

BAS JUST BSTUBBED »BO*

—

NEW

YORK

Willi

hand.

connection

Oval, Square
Eliptica! frames, with
WITH
Gilt finish made
Rosewood, Black Walnut
of

JAMES P. SLEEPER,

or

order,
any sl7e, style or design, of new and
elegant patterns; also cheap Looking Glasses and
elates re-set in old frames, bv
MORKISnX & t*0.. 26, Market Square.

UNDERTAKER,
JVo. Ill Exchange Street, Portland,
Residence rear of 411 Congress Street, keeps conon hand all the various kinds of
COFFINS

AFTER many years experience in tho

old style, a thorough course of instructions by Prof. >f. S. Ra UKY.aud five years
practice in his art, the subscriber will
bold himself iu readiness at his place to tame and
train auy Colts or vicious horses to saddle or harness
in the only true way. My motto—“Kindness over
crveftr.‘* Cb»r(rn imswumre.”
J. W. ROBINSON, South Struct.
fcjr*l*ersons having Colts or unruly Horses will
hud it to their advantage to call as above.

AND

CASKETS,

Now in Use,
will make *0 order anything of this kind that
be ordered, «t short uoticc, from the cheapest to

And
may
the very best. By giving my strict aud undivided
attention to the manufacturing, lining and tnmmiug
of the above, 1 can furnish ttiem cheaper than any

!

’“•*

Aug. 6,1862.

JAMES P. SLKKPKJt.

DOLE

HORSES FOR SALE—I would take this opportunity to say that I will sell two or three good business
nov!3
horses, vkry cheap.

And I.

For

Portland. Sept. 24,1*62.

E. H. TITCOMB,

mid Apothecary,

Sheet Ontta Percha for Splints,
AND CRUTCHES,
FOR SALE.
SPECIMEN

373 Congress
augtdtf

Merchants,

Agents

can

dressing
Oct.

be

supplied

at wholesale

IF

Best

Ambrotype

STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

F.

PARKER,

-AND-

FURNIT

UKE,

Lonngra, Bcdutrads,
SPRING-REDS, MATTRESSES,

PEirCL’SH-

AND GENERAL

WILLIAM
A. PEARCE,
P la IT M B K n
-MAKER or-

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER

exchanged.

Warm, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash Bowls, Brass
and Silver Plated Cocks.
of Water

-A

or*
up
ders In town or conntrv faithfully executed. All
kinds of Jobbing
attcuded to.
Constantly on hand. Lead Pipes ami Sheet Lead,
and Boer Pumps of all kinds.
july29dly
manner,

Trunks!

-AND-

A. D. REEVES

prices by

Tailor,

prising
Ju

JOHN M. TODD, Portland, Me.
23.d&wti.

PHOTOGRAPHS^

WORK,

OF MERRILL’S WHARF,

Commercial Street.

ARMY

AND

NAVY

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,

98

...

EXCHANGE

Choice

dly

L. J. CROSS,
141 Middle
best

READY-MADE

CLOTHING,

ally

a

call.

S.

LIKENESSES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
From Mi nature to

-Ever offered in Maine,

be obtained at-

BURLEIGH’S,
All of which will be sold
isfaction to the

Lift* size,

can

so as

to warrant entire sat-

In India Ink, Water,

or Oil

Colors.

Special attention paid to copying old Daguerreotypes, Ambrotypes. Ac.
Tbo subscriber has made some important changes
in his Rooms, which facilitate the making of the

“Garten
which he is
notice.

de Visit®,”
prepared to make satisfactory at short

fcP*Sick or deceased persons’ pictures takeu at
their residence.
The largest collection (of Pictures of the various
kinds) in the city may be seen at his Reception Room,
96 Middle .Street, up one short flight of stairs, opposite Casco Bank.
Rooms free to all for examination of Specimens.
octTtf

J. U. P. BURNHAM.

Cocks, Valves, Pipes and Connections, Wholesale

STEAM AND

or

Retail.

GAS

Done in the beat

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS

Buyers will

do well to look at

chasing elsewhere,
rise ou goods.

m

it

was

stock before purbought before the great
our

163 Middle Street,
JOS I AH BURLEIGH.
Portland, July 22, 1802.

dtim

Ranges,

A

are

Free Stone,

C.

invited to

FITTING,

manner.

Works 0 Union St., and 233 & 235 Fore St.,
PORTLAND. ME.
JnMdtf

give

PORTLAND, ME.

PLUMBERS,
No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.
Water Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Bath Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated If Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.
AH kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water
set up in the best manner.
All orders in city or country personally attended to
I. D. MKUH1LL.
JOHN BOND. B. D.MERRILL.

aug4dly

SON,

DRY

ROODS,

1£J9 Middle

Street,

stock of

B.

GO WELL,

occupied by him, (128
Middle Street,) are prepared to furnish Mr. Gowell’s
customers, as well as their own fricuds and
the public, with
And taken the store recently

MEW AND SEASONABLE GOODS,
and at AS LOW PRICKS as the same quality and
the
style cau be purchased, at any other

place'in

STNo trouble to show goods: call and
purchasing elsewhere.

«ee

before
ocl8

TWITCHELL A CHAIfIPLIX,

Commission

;

|

AGENT FOR-

undeh

:

H all.

Lancaster

VT All kinds of TIN and SHEET IRON WORK j
done to order, at short notice.
nov20

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.
9100 Bounty itlonry. Back Pay,
*

And Pensions.

undersigned

is

to

obtain from the
prepared
United States Government, #100 Bounty Money.
THE
Back l'av* Ac., for heirs of Officers
Soldiers
or

in the

U. S. service.

Invalid

Merchants,

-AND DEALERS IN——

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,
85 Commercial Si., opp. Thomas Block,
PORTLAND, ME.
John Q. Twiichell. ju!31d6m J»'» P. Champlin.

M.

27 2w

or-

Clerk.

Office. War Defaiitwejpt, I
Washixutox, November 24. l’wa. f
PROPOSALS will be received by this
Department, until 4 o’clock, P. M on the uinth
day of Dvoember next, for the manufacture and deliven of the following projectile*. rti:
6.000 ten-inch Solid shot.
1,000 fifteen-inch Shell*.
1.000 tiftcen-inch Battering Shot.
The projectile* to be made of the kind of metal,
and inspected after the rule* laid down in the Ordnance Manual, with the exception of the
Battering
Shot, which mu>t be made of what is known a*gun
metal. Drawinr* of them'
can be seen at
projectile*
the principal arsenals of the ldated State*, at the
Ordnance Ag**ucy. No. 45 Worth street, New York,
and at this office.
The projectile* are to be delivered, free of
charga
for transportation, at the Tnited State* arsenal, on
Governor’s Island, New York harbor, where
they
will be inspected: and all such a* maybe rejected
must be removed,
the contractor, immediately
by
after the inspection of each delivery.

Bids will be received for any
portion of the qnanity required, not lee* than 6U) or any one kind. Deli vcries to bo made as follows: One tenth, of each
* nd, within thirty dsy* after notification of
acceptb.ioe of bid. aud not le*e than one tenth
weekly thereafter until all shall be delivered.
will be made by the Treasury Departnent
o
the usual certificate* of inspection and receipt,
after each delivery.
Bonds, w ith approved surety, will be required for
ti>u faithful performance of contracts.
No bid win be entertained unless it be accompanied
bv an affidavit from the
party making it, to ths etfbat
that he is an iron founder, and that if hi* bid i* aaci pted, the projectile* will be made at hi* foundrynaming it aud its location; and the right is reserved
t* reject any aud all bids if deemed unsatisfactory for
auv cause.

Proposals will be addressed to the undersigned at
Washington (’.ty, ami will be endorsed “Proposals
or Projectiles."
JAS. W. RirLEY,
Brig. Gen. Chief Ordnance.
novk9—tD9

dyiug

A. W. BAN FIELD,

Pensions,

Pensions
or children ot Officers and Soldiers who have died while in the service of the UnA
ted States.
Prize Money, Pensions, Bounty and Back Pay cu
lected for Seamen and their heirs.
Fees, for each Pension obtained. Five Dollar*.
All Claims against the Government will rece
prompt attention.
Post Office address

SETH E. BEED1
(Office No. 9 State House.)

Augusta, Me.

Joseph

B. Hall,
Scc’y °* State,
Hon. Nathan Dane,
State Treasurer.

Hon.

(Successor to P. J. Forristall and Mill* A Forristall,
IM FORTES A JfD

FI!HE subscriber herebv gives public notice to all
X concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
taken upoii himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of
SAMUEL NORTH.
late of Westbrook.in the County ofC'umberland.merchant, deceased, bv giving bond a* the law directs;
ho therefore request* all persons who art* indebted to
the said decease d’.s estate to mnke immediate payment; and those who have any demands thereon, to
exhibit the same for settlement to
NATHANIEL BROWN.
23 w3w*
Westbrook, Nov. 18,1SG2.

DIALER

IB

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN,

FANCY
Fooket

GOODS,

and Table Cutlery,

YANKEE NOTIONS.

CLOCKS, WATCHES AHD JEWELRY,
STATIONERY, TOYS, to.,
2.3 and 30 Federal and 106
ADDISOS

REFERENCE*

Hon. Lot M. Morrill.
U. S. Senate,
Hon. James G. Rlnine,
sep20d& w 14tf

J.

1

te be

Mavor.
HEA Hi. Cite

Payment

Pipe.

Procured for widow*

Would inform the pnbiic that having purchased the

S.

GOODS,

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled bv sickuess contracted while in the service
of the United States, in the line of duty.

—DEALERS IN—

Foreign and Domestic

city.

I. D. MERRILL. & CO.,

—ALSO,

Soap Stone,

A

jI

!

lirgisU’i-M, Ventilators At.

passed

1982—Approred by the

SEALED

i

I

Assortment of

The Vetrified Water and Drain

aeptlO—8m

LOVELL

Complete

been read twice

PrOpOMAls.

celebrated Bahtow Stove Co.

From the

Is City Copini, Nor. 24, ISO*.

Ordx.vxcf

HOWARD,

Furnaces and

having

i_no

;

Stoves,

SUCTIOH 2 That section. 19, in, 21 22 and 28, of the
revised Ordinances on Health he, and the earns as*
hereby revived and iu full furce, provided, that aay
person may csti-e his own swill to he removed in such
mauuer as he deem
proper, upon obtaining lhereto*,
a permit from the City Clerk.
And the City Clark
shall keep a record oi the permits s<> granted.
This hill
dained.
Xov 25,
Attest

B AKING.

HOUSE FURNISHING

former

AND TRIMMING GOODS
Arc unlimited in quantity, qnality or price, and will
be sold very low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.

j

I

R. THOMPSON,
prepared to receive orders for

Je23tf

AID EVERY DESCRIPTION OF MACHINERY,
Steam

STOVE

-ALSO-

Marble Chimney Pieces, Monumental Work and
Grindstones.

H.

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

purchaser.

PHOTO GRAPHS

F. A.

Is

MANUFACTURER OF

J. U. P. BURNHAM gives no-^, ^
tice that he has resumed business at
his former place, No. 96 Middle St..Kiifxy
where he is prepared to execute

pealed.

rOR SALE BY

Corner of Penrl and Federal Sts.,

J* L* WINSLOW, Agent,

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods,

■—

I

peculiar

Work.

Marble

Je23tf

-AND-

Be it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen, sad rw.
mon Council of the
City of Portland, in Cits Council assessbled. at/oUowt
Sectioh 1. That au Ordinanee entitled “Aa Ordinance amending the Otdinanco on Health," approved Jsu* 4th, 1000, be and the one Is hereby rw-

New

But the novel—the
feature oi the MODEL
COOK—that which distinguishes it from all others—
is the addition of a Ventilated Roasting Oven withil
the body of the stove aud in front of the tire; so arranged that it can tensed separately for roasting, or
(by the removal of a simple plate) in connection with
the larger oven for baking.
Wherever these stoves have teen used, they have
given universal satisfaction.

VEGETABLES,

jy Hi# friends and the public

him

N. B.—All work being promptly and personattended to, is warranted to give thorough satis-

faction.

ORDINANCE relating to
Ordinaoos entitled "An Ordinance amending the Ordinano*
AN
Health."

Company,
throughout

ROASTING AND

And Country Produce,

Perllaad. Me.

Street.

Watch-Maker,

selected stock of

TIGHT

BAKER,

FRUIT,

Tear One Thailand Eight Hundred and

on

we mean a stove so perfectly fitted as to place the
draft of the stove entirely within the control of the
person using it; enabling him to preserve either a
wood or coal tire for many hours, by simply closing
the draft slide, thus securing groat economy in time,
aud in cost of fuel, a* woll as avoiding the dust consequent upon rekindling.

Family Groceries,

PROVISIONS,

Marble,

Portland, Aug. 6,1862.

to fit.

largest and

AIR

description
M.

the

Sixty-two.

PUBLIC.

%

J.

Tailor,

STREET,

CITY OF PORTLAND.

The senior partner of the Company, whose experiof uoarly a quarter of a century in tl»o Move
Manufacture, says—that by an

and Fashionable Stock of the above arbe found at this establishment, comfor a traveling outfit.
every
dilra
J. R. DURAN.
30,1862.

Portland, Me*

Jetttf

OFFICIAL.

ence

DEALER IN-

Of every description, made to order and warranted

The

England.

DEALERS IX

Corn, Flour and Grain,

23.d4wtf

Stoves,

OFFERED TO THE

Barstow Stove

CORNER OF EXCHANGE If FEDERAL STS.,

CO*,

Fire and Marine las. Co.,
Of Providence.
Perfect Security, which ought
always to Oe eh*
j first
consul* ration in effecting insurance, is here oi*
j fered to the public, at the lowrst ratrs <tf prrmhm
adopted by sound and rcsjumtibl? companies.
Office in “Boyd's Building, oppooiu Pout Office*

an

mat

dly

INSURANCE.

Equitable

—DEALER IN—

ticle#
ALAK

17.18K2._oclldfcw

ear. sf Exckaiga ll»
FOBTLAND, ME..
Agemfiftte following First Class Insarmne* C#'«:
National Insurance Company,
Of Boston.
Cash Capital and Ssrplua *400,000.
Republic Fire lasaraaee Company,
Of New York.
Cadi Capital and Surplus. 9811.040.
Relief Fire lasaraaee Company.
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Snrplns, 4-00,040.

fa

EXCHANGE STREET.

ALBERT WEBB A

1

Manufactured by the

JVI ANUFACTORY,
No. 105 MIDDLE STREET.

Portland, Aug. 6.1962.

A. D. REEVES,

years of

EVER

-AT-

given to CUTTING and
GARMENTS, by

Maiks.

Omee 74 Middle,

The greatest of modern improvements in the lino of

DU KAN’S

Boy*, Boy*, Boy*.

or

With Two Ovens,

promptly

Of every description,

officers, made to order, from the best material,
with dispatch, and at low prices.

for

Fixture
DwellDescription
ITVERY
ing House*. Hotels, Public Buildings, Ship*,&c.,
arranged and set
in the best
and all

jul30df>ra

MAKING BOVS’
PARTICULAR

Model Cook!

Tli©

CLOSETS,

Carpet-Bags,

or

L

Whose Castings stand unrivalled

CP Hair Mattresses renovated. Furniture repaired and varnished. Chairs re-caned in an improved manner. Second-hand Furniture bought,

GOODS,

subscriber would very respectfully announce to his numerous friend*, and the
public generally, that during the temporary
_kompulM>ry suspension of his business he
furnished this well-known house anew, and is
now better than ever
prepared to wait upon his cus-

State

WARREN SPARROW,
1

THE

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Trunks !
VALISES, POBTMANTEAUS,

163 Middle Street.

CENTRAL HOUSE,
E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PA88ADOMKEAO, MAINE.

Portland, Pet

FIRE

Terms Moderate by tbe Week or Day*
Bath, June 28, 1862.
dtf

Oook.

148 Exchange Street, Portland.

IONS, Iff., fr.

|
I

SPARROW,

for tu«

Onee N0.71.Middle st.,oppoaite PoetoStca.

AN AIR TIGHT STOVE

LEWIS,
Market Square, h’d Preble St.

27

tiasiRAL Aoxxt

tSSCS^amt

No. 124 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

UPHOLSTERER

GREAT EXCITEMENT

For

Photograph,

or

sepG—3m

jc23dtf
WILLIAM

UNIFORMS,

YOU

-WANT TIIK-

corttf

YORK

WARREN

1 from the sea, tud affords one of the most
1
inviting retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
cities.
large
The Sagadahock is one of the finest, most
spacious, and best appointed Hotels in the Spite, located
witliiu thsee minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Post
Landing,
Office. Custom House. Ac., being directly in the business centre of tbe City.

IMPORTERS,
1IOODT.

FRANKLIK C

Sugar Refinery,
!

BATH. MAINE.
City of Bath is one of the healthiest
|
localities on the coast of Maine— delightfulI hr situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles

hopes

->r-

ad-

ISSUED A LARGER Xl'MBER OF LIFE
POLICIES DURIXO THE TEAR 1*61, THAX
ASY OTHER COMP AX Y IX I HE
EXITED STATES.
Further information will be cheerfully fnrnlthnd
on application
by mail or otherwUe to

dtf

tomers, and
by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. 0. MAYO.
dA wtf
Paseadumkrag, June 23,1862.

July 14th, 1362.dtf

JOHN B. BROWN Ac SONS,

NEW EEOEUITS WANTED!

BURLEIGH'S.

Portland.

Widgery'e Wharf, Portland, Me.,

June 28

CloMiing

Street,

No. S Galt Block Commercial Street,

CHAMPION,

the world. I say it boldly, and
it. And say fortber, that it any one buys my
Dye, and alter trying, does not like it, I will reftind
the money on returning me the bottle with one halt
its contents.
I do not wish to sell it to any rebel, or rebel sym-

IT

s

THE

TRASK A

AKDRKW T. !>OH.

BtBLElGH S,

LIMPS MA Y Bit SEES AT

CHASE BROTHERS A CO,

HEAD

coloring Ilair in

pathizer.

dtf

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

98

mean

conne.

SAGADAVVOCK HOUSE,
AlfVeil Cnrr,
Proprietor.
;

AT No. OS EXCHANGE STREET.

PORTLAND. Me

I

Dyo!

•••Terms SI per day. Stable
with house.

N. B.—Large Ambrotype* only Fifteen Cents.

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

RALLY TO THE FLAOI

Headquarters

Clotlas,

prepared to make them up at short notice.'
Call and See,

DO

GENERAL

UNION FOREVER I

CUSTOM

upon which the premium, ceaw al the end often
year,, whereby under an. and all circnnutmcns lb#
money paid cannot be lost, but the nrivitial de-own of
the assur'd be attained, either in whole or in
part, in
exact proportion to the amount of
premium paid
>o better evidence is needed of fhe
and
prosperity
tureen °*
Company thau the /act abown by tb«
recently published official report,, vf,: that 1

M K

Bath, June 28,1«62.

.of fail to cat! at No » Market Snaarc, where
warthey take l-KHkKC'r LI K KN
rant satis fact ion. at pricer »Inch defy competition.

MOODY,

&

Commission

Gray Beards, Attend!
Best

Life Policies not subject to Porfeitnre,
nnd

380, Washisgtoji St., Bath.

full Assortment of

Military

stantly

HORSETRAINING!

MILITARY

BOSTON,

-ALSO,-

FlKNISHING

Great Improvement in

by

a

pleas-

BATH HOTEL,
By C. M. PL IJ M

Invest-

Iu a purely mutual company, aft if
profit* being
divided among it* member# annually.
In addition to all the various forms of
tTsoLa
Live, -Short Term, Endow mint and AJOrcmr
policies which it issues, we invite special attention to
a new feature in Life Insurance
introduce by tbln
C ornpany some two years since, vis: the
issuing of

travelling community
keep
well-provided

.elected Stock of

PALMER’S
ARTIFICIAL LimBS,

or

to

AT

AND

and well

-AO ENT FOB-

Pier and Mantle Mirrors.

CORDAGE, &C.,

Tears*

large

Also

ADDISON FRYE.

Messrs. Flobt k Frye having leased my Mill and
purchased my stock and trade, I cheerfhlly recommend them to my customers.
W. C. BRADLEY.
Portland. Nov.' 1,1882.
nov3 tf

Is selling, regardless of Cost.

Twenty
experience, and
AFTER
experiment, 1 have at last found the

a

Strict Economy—Ow* $n it* filths, and Haft
menta, characterize it a manof/rmrnt.

HOUSE.”

City.”

It It one of the Oldctl,
Sdfut and moat Succeiifni
Life Companies iu the United State*, and
afford, to
wt-hinx to participate in the beneftt, of Life
.nratice, advautajrea not excelled, and in mu respects not etjuaUed by any other iu this country.

Kruon.

JONATHAN BI.I3S, Proprietor.
Portland, Aug. 19. 1862.
dtt

—

Cloths, Cassimeres and Vestings!

1

ALSO OS HAST)

Twelve Hundred Thousand Dollars.

the
to cal! and see it
be knows “how to
a hotei.“
Clean,
rooms, good beds, a
table, attentive servants and moderate charges are the inducements he holds ont to those whose business or
ure call them to the “Forest

airy

REEVES,

nor25 d3w

Summer

upwards of

Street

TilE undersigned respectfully informs the
public that he has leased the above House,
on Federal Street, Portland,
’id invite*

1_i

PORTER.

A. W.

ofcharge.

NotiCf.

W. T. BROWN & CO.

AT

;

Nos. 2, 4 A 6 Warren Market, Portland*

FRYE,

Portland, Nov. 1,1862.

manufactory.

Latest from

W
THI8

Exchange
dti

“ELM

ISM,_dUm

—

HOTELS._

KINDSj

».

CBmpany ha* paid sinco its organization to
idows, Orphans and i reditors oi tU« A-*unri

\

The- Tailor,

Corn, Meal, Oats, Rye, Feed,
Ground Rock Salt, A:c.
AM A HI AH FROST,

Floor,

Portland, Me.

We have

Sl

53

I-rrridnat.

C. HYDE, Secretary.

,_E-

July

TWO MILIIOUS AUD A
QUARTER.

HALL I>. DAVIS.

IIEALEBB III

1).
together

TACTICSj

Army Regulations.

Me.

Hardin?’

Mew York Life Insurance
Comp'y,
E.tabli.hed in 1846-Net Capital o.er

riON OF

CASEY'S U. S.

Sept. 27.1862.

MEATS OF ALL

R
„
Bath.

exceedlnj

DimVCTOB*:
Wm. Drummond, G. E. R
rattea
Sam i I Rohtnaon, E. K
g
Arthur Scwall,
J. y Morae
Lewi. Illackmer,
r>,vid Patten
8. A. Houghton.
.. C. Jarnna
E. K HAROINO,

Mutual Life Insurance.

W. II. KENNEY & CO„

dir

op»rtii4'rslii|»

above store by

NEW ED

Portland,

ratten,
Oliver MOM*
M. F. t.annett,
J H. McLellau,
Jm. F. Fatten,

New Works!

PRODUCE,

304 Congress Street,
8cp&—3 111

John

MEDICINES,

Families upplied with Medicines and
books. Cases renewed a<ia vials refilled.
June 24. 1862,
eod6m

novl tf

COUNTRY

usual.

SHAVE Y.

M.

;

Insurance on the
ri,k*.
$10,000 in any One Risk.

near

stantly

sure and get the PORTLA XI) MA TCH,
other matches offered to the trade pur-

porting to lie

Tailor,

No. lOO Commerciftl Street,
Commercial Wharf—w here we shall keep con-

Use,

patronage

Be

1
)

CHOICE FAMILY GROCERIES,
AND

neatly as

c

#800,000
And that they arc
prepared to m,kf
mutual principle, amort marine

Physicians and

DEALERS IN-

STREET,

EXCHANGE

FROST

not being impaired by age, dampness or change
of climate; and the proprietors, ever grateful for liberal
received, feel confident that, by giving their personal attention to the manufacture,they
will coutiune to merit the confidence of their former
patrons and of the trade in general.

are

Done

For sale at t'

Wharf..Portland, Mr.

TVJErtt?—

Picture-Framing,

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

IT* Goods delivered in any part of the city, free

have taken Storo

and

by

N. B.
there

Smith’s

and

MUTUAL

OFFICE L'XDER THE
SAliADAHOC'K HOUSE
FRONT STREET.
Director, of the Bath Mttual

TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,
Next door above the Brilish and American
Express
Office, where he will acc* mmodate all who may be in
want of goods in his line, at very low prices.

JOHNSON A CHEXERY,

Habits, Ac.,

WE

trade in large or
article which we warrant
to any offered in the market, it being the

ONLY RELIABLE MATCH IS TnE MARKET,
of American manufacture, for

as

Riding

have this day associated ourselves
under the name and style of

supplv the

No. 2ft Fore Street,

HOW A CO.,)

C.

BATH

Marine Insurance Company.

BOOKS, STATION KEY, PICTURES,
PictirePnmea, Piper Han ma Fancy Goodi, kt.,kc„

Poultry, Vegetables, Country Produce, Ac.,

Portland, AufuM 6,18C2.

an

Sea

Chariot Bailey.

A. D. REEVES,

Company.

the manufacture of

Woodman,

Alfred

Cut, made and trimmed by

EOR SALE AT BURLEIGH'S.

St. Peter Street, QUEBEC.
0T\Samjjlcs on bud, and order* taken by
J. T. FATTEN k CO..
Oct. 11—6m
Front Street, Bath.

INSURANCE.

Has removed bis stock of

CO.,

Roofing Slate,
Commercial Street,

Portland.

Coats, Pants, Vests, Jackets,

undersigned having assumed the business of
the late firm of Brown k Perkins, and having
THE
increased
for
jtr.pamii

Dry Goods,

Street,

aug20d&wtf

name
BROWN
PERKINS, is dissolved by mutual consent on this 25th day of October.
The affkirs of the late firm will be settled by W. T.
Brown k Co.
W. T. BROWN,
RUB'T K. PERKINS.
Portland, Oct. 25, 1802.

quantities with

and Domestic

Geo. W. Woodman,
Seth B. Hersey,

hitherto existing between the subscribers uuder
NOTICE
the firm
of
k

we arc now

Dealer, io

Wholceale

Noa. 54 and 56 Middle

Diftftolution of Copartnership.
is hereby given that the copartnership

email

THOS. LYNCH.

PAINE &

HENRY L. PAINE,
WILLIAM C. HOW,

IAMFACTCRKRS AND JOBBERS OF CLOTHING,

WEEKS k CO.

LXBLEACHED CASTAS, WITH REB STRIPE.

For sale

j

S. II. COLE* WORTHY,

PROVISIONS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES,

RUFUS DEERING,

IMPROVED

Opposite

attention

LE MESURIER &

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

Coal, Wood and

Goods, Ac.,

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest cheinicalMiid best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
of the public.
CHAB. F. CROAMAH.
THO«. H. POOR.
jc24tf

200 Bbls. Choice Brand FLOUR, for family use, by

facilities

BARKER,

(Formerly WILLIAM

275

taken

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy

-ALSO-

(A substitute for Cotton.)

ROPE

!

Book-Binding

HENRY

poor,

store, No. 75 Middle Street,
(Fox Block.) and respectfully invite public attention to their large and well selected stock of

Sugar
SHOOKS.
SPRUCE DIMENSION, all sires.
DOORS, SASHES. BLINDS, LATHS, CLAPBOARDS—Fitted and Rough.
OUTSIDE SASHES on hand.

our

Drag Store!

cbosjuF*

Have

300
000 boakdsawedp,,,c
6.000
Box

BLEACHED FLAX DICK, KITH DUE STRIPES.

BOLT

PELEO

-Dealers in-

FOB KALE.

Portland Match

MERCHANTS,

je28dtf

ty Meals served to order, Day and Evening.
He hopes by good attendance to business, and polite attention to customers, to merit a share of public
»ovl4 d4w*
patronage.

\" M firat quality Bcachand Maple Ship Blank,
to be sawed to order. For sale by
JOHN LYNCH A CO.
Nov. 18,1862.—Sw.

TUB8 Prime, for sale bv
2X
O
J. F.

Grocers,

AND-

respectfully inform his Mends and the
public generally, that he had opened the above

Ship Plank.

IILITAK

Of various description!.
ALL FROM A O Non. 1 TO 6.

no. 14L

~

sold

SAIL CLOTH.

JBb

a

FRIDAY

PORTLAND, ME.,

Cemgrtet Streett,

UoHtOn.

W. BARFIELD

F J. Forristall

can

b« found al

theaboTeplBoa.
wly

June 23

J.

IE." H

D.

CHENEY.

MELODEON

Harmonium

-AtTD-

Jlanutactnrer,

136} MIDDLE STREET.
B.—J. D. C. ha* received more first premiums
i.1 • for best instrument* thau any other maker ha
the State.
tT“ Repairing and Tuning promptly and personwlyT
ally attended to.

1^"

■

THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND

MAINE

----

Friday Morning December 5, 1862.
---

The Portland Daily Press has the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper in

!

the city.
Demands or Union Men South.
While much is said at the North of the dan-

ger,by radical measures, of alienating the “borstates,” and while northern papers are laboring to prove that treason has effected no
change in the rights of rebels in arms under
the constitution, and that they, equally with
loyal men, have a right to look for protection
der

|

of property uuder that constitution which they
have Ignored, and are laboring to destroy, it

refreshing

Is

Union

occasionally from the real
south, and find that they

entertain views more in accordance with the

‘X trust, sir, that the administration of which
you are so powerful and important an officer,

has another poliev for the future, for justice
demands that another course should be pursued. Justice demands that the officer now
leading our troops to the re-occupation of
Northern Alabama should announce beforehand that the disloyal are guilty citizens, and
are to be punished as such.
The army of Gen.
Rosecraus goes with power to push far into
the interior of Alabama and Georgia, and it
should be preceded by a proclamation from
Gen. Rosecraus or the President, announcing
that those guilty of aiding the reltellion by
word or deed must keep beyond the lines ot
the army or be punished. The oft-broken oatli
of allegiance should no longer be a refuge aud
protection to them.’
Census Statistics of the North and Sooth.
made

the blood and sinews of sable victims till he
became the terror and dread oftliis nation. For
more

the Press.

to Mil them

Thursday last, Thanksgiving was observed
here very much after the time honored fashion.
In thecamp the day was one of genial festivity, though many a poor fellow must have sadly missed tlie paternal board, the brothers and
sisters, the wile and little ones. One Color-el
expended twelve hundred and fifty dollars In
providing his boys a dinner; and another officer as I happened to know
sharing in the
general arrearage ol pay, pawned his gold
watch rather than that the turkeys should full
short.
In the City the

banquets to

most noticeable events were
the invalids in hospitals, a feast iu

the 12 St. barracks where one thousand contrabands ate for the first time a
Thanksgiving

dinner in freedom, uud a sermon delivered by
the Rev. Dr. Sunderland for which every lover
of the country and of human rights has reason to thank him.
Friday and Saturday were

busy days

at

Capitol. While witiiout the
raising, one alter another, the

tbe

workmeu were

beautiful Corinthian columns on the eastern
front of the Senate extension, other arrangemehts were going forward within. On the former day Powers’ noble statue ot
Franklin, received from

Italy a few weeks ago, was set
pedestal, and on the latter Walker’s
painting “The Battle of Chepultepec” was
placed in the grand space allbrded by the
stairway to the gentlemeu’s gallery of the Senate ; while in a corresponding
positiou in the
other end of the Capitol Lent’s splendid painting “Westward the coarse of empire takes its
way,” was for the first lime opened to the pubupon its

lic.
At

seemed somewhat fuller than the Bouse. After the credeutiuls of the new Senators from
New Jersey uud Rhode Island had been pre-

taken, iu
during which

in, a recess
the Senate, until one o’clock,
time friendly greetings were exsworn

tents

crowded to

need not be

overflowering.

stated.

It is

Its con-

enough

to

that its views and recommendations are
of a statesman and a patriot.

say

wor-

thy

Never before has an American Congress
under circumstances so calculated to task
and try its utmost energies. It is to be
hoped
that it will draw no precedent from those tielays which have heretofore been so common,

me^

but enter at once, and with all its
might, upon
the dispatch of business. The merest
glance
at the mighty Interests which must almost cer-

tainly be decided during this short session, is
enough to excite, iu every reflecting mind, the
gravest anxieties, l.et the true and loyal
people of the country close up their ranks, aud
support with heart and soul those whom they
have set iu the fore front of the buttle, for so
only can victory be secured,
T. S. P.

boys, beloved by all

|

ashes.

the corps.

beat all the

Maine papers In its advance of price, having
gone up from $5 to $7 at a single hound.

Townsend Ward.—[Portsmouth Chronicle.

j

Peace to his
Mixer.

Sick and Wounded Soldiers in the Hospitals in Washington, Alexandria, Georgetown

has

l!T“T1i3 American General Ward, in the
service of the Chinese, against their rebels,
and lately killed, was a native of Salem and is
only 31 years old. lie was a son of Frederick G. Ward, and his name was Frederick

lie was one of our best

Miss Olive Fuller, of Marston's Mills,
who had attained the great ege of one hundred and three y°ars, and seven months, died
on Thursday of last week.
She retained her
faculties, except the sense of bearing, to a remarkable degree, up to the time of her death.

—[Ken. Journal.

From Dan Pike's newborn disgust of

and Fairfax.
[CONTINUED.]

i

CLIFFBURNE HOSPITAL, WASHINGTON.

Catawba,
signed the pledge.
we

infer that he

has

reformed,

and

If so, we shall expect
Bidfield Sproul,
hereafter to find the Age a temperance as well
Bristol, lungs, oct. 13.
Chas. E. l almer,
4.
lever,
N'obleboro,
sept.
Elijah Libbey, F. 10th, Greeubush, rbeu’in,sept.22. ; as a religion* paper. Itj was once dubbed a
C'ojp, Janies Low. F, 10th, Lewiston,
religious paper by ex-Judge Redington.
Wm. O. Jones, 2d bat’y, Warren, debllitv, sept. 4David W. Johnson,
Damariscotta Mills, rheuIAn appreciative friend has sent us a
matism. sept. 4.
1
Horace A. Macomber, Ilth U.S. I., Head field,liver,
long, critical and frjendly notice of Victor HuKU.S 27
go’s popular work, “Les Miserables,” but as
Thomas Morse, 2d bat'v, Thomaston, lungs, oct. 1.
Harrison Ferkins, U, l7tb U. S. ^Ferrisburg, feno publisher or
re-publisher has taken the
ver, sept. 4.
trouble to send us a copy, we do not know
Michael McFadden.G. 3d.Solon, jambed foot,sen.1.
Adam C. Goodwin, E, 6th, Clinton, wounded left
why we should advertise his w ares.
hand, sept 30.
We leam-that on Monday morning of
Henry Noble, A, lcth. Benton, fever, oct 1.
Joseph L. Dow ns, H, ISth, Steuben, lc\er, oct 1.
this weak, Mr. Win. Lewis, of West WaterChas.T. Huntley, K. 18th. E. Machias, fever, ocl I.
ville, a man of about forty years of age, comTimothy Cole, D, 18th, Bangor, fever, oct 1.
mitted suicide by hanging himself- He has
George O. Miller, 2d bat’v, Rockport, wounded
left thigh, sept 5.
for some time been subject to tits of
temporary
Sidney Totter, C, 8d,Gardiner,detailed cook,sep 11.
insanity, and it was in one of these that the
COLUMBIA COLLEGE HOSPITAL, WASHINGTON.
deed was committed. He leaves a large famEli W. Whitney, 6th battery, Denmark, wounded
ily.—[Augusta Farmer.
in arm, sent 30.
11. U. Ellis, E, 1st cav.,Fort Fairfield, typhoid foA loyal friend who reads the Boston
er, -ept 22.
Andrew F. White, H, 2d, Gieenlield, wounded in
Courier, having paid in advance, says he is
foot, sept 21.
highly pleased with its late improvement—the
Serg't Willard H. Burton, F, 2d, Bangor, debility,
•ept 21.
cutting off of one column on each page. He
Serg’t Justin F. Kevens, I. 2d, South Levant,
wounded in hand, sept 21.
only regrets that the improvement is not made
Joseph S. Rogers, A, 2d, Brewer, wounded in lkce,
thorough, by cuttiug off the remainiug seven
sept 22.
Alfred Kneeland, K, 2d. New burg, do hand,sep 22.
columns.
Charles K. Manning, C, 6th, Machias, detailed lor
A correspondent appends to a note the
duty, may 17.
Moses C. Wells, F, 9th. New Sharon, ague, oct 21.
following just remark:
Wm. W. Allen, F, 9th, Bangor, debility, oct 21.
James W. Bowman. I, 9th, Bangor, ague, oct 21.
We, the people of the loyal states, have already1-aac Whitney, 1, 9th, Bangor, debility, oct 21.
paid too much money ibr incompetent men,
James K.Hammond,F.9fh.Teru.rheumatism,oct21.
who by some kind of an influence get into our
Alanson W. Daggett, C, 19th, Starks, "
oct 4.
Win.H Little,Jr.,1.19th,Waldoburo,diarrhea.net 4.
regiments, and cannot pass even a proper exThomas Little. I. 19tli,
amination. It is high time a relbrni should
jaundice, oct 4.
John Dodge, C, 6th, llampden, injured bv falling
commence.
trew, nov 9
AlbeitWhite.l7thU.S.I..Holden.rlieumatism.oct 2l.
Newman of the Hallowell Gazette sug.
David T. Hodsdou, E. 10th,Bethe),diarihea,t>ept 23.
Corp. A.11 Mooie, E.6th,Buckspori, debility,
8.
gests that the abolition of slavery at the South
Job II. Kimball, A. 1st cav., Greene Corner, diar“would put back civilization for centuries, and
rhea, oct 8.
••

inaugurate
rapine and murder at
which humanity would shed bitter ters of anguish.” No doubt it would, the kind ot civilzation of which he is the fitting type.
A dispatch from Washington to a New
of system of

CRANCII HOSPITAL.

Charles B. Ranlett.G, 8d, Bangor,gun shot wound,

July 4.

Littlefie'd, C, 6th, Saco, do, July 4.
Ivory
G. X. llanse.l 19th.lopshaia.typhoid tever,sept
G. L.

30.
Agur, 1. i9th.C amden, general debility,oct2.
Thomas J. Young, B, 19th, convalescent, oct 2.
S. W.Tinkham.K, 19tli,Boothbay, typhoid lev,oct 4.
J. G. Maddox, 1,19th, South ihouiastou, rheuma-

tism,

oct

York paper, dated Dec. 1, says that the President, the War Department and Gen. Burnside

30.

H. li. Eyre, I, 19th, Rockland, fever, oct 2.
M. A. Roberts, B, 19th, Btooks, lever, oct 1.
C. W. Collins, A, 19th, Starks, dianhea, oct 1.
Moses Larrabee. B, 19th, Swanvilic, diari hea.oct 1.
Win. Hardy, G, 16lh, Farmington, debility, sept 10.
U.
lever,aug 19.
J. W. Weaver. I, 19th, Belgrade, lungs, nov 7.
John Merrill, K, 10th, Lewiston, fever, aug 19.

united in the

opinion

that the army must
not go into winter quarters, and also that the
delay in moving is only with the view of giv-

are

Sally,4th battery,l’altnvra,typhoid

ing overpowering
campaign.

force to Ihe

opening

of the

CASPAR1S HOTEL HOSPITAL.

James J. Reaves, F. 18th, Uermon, fever,
*•
A. Farnsworth. II. 18th, Addison,
D. A. Mead, G. l«rh, very ill,
J. X. Prescott, D, 18th, Exeter, diarrhea,
-Mety, K, 18th. delirious,
J. P. Bearse, E 16th, Ht-bion, cough,
ODD FELLOWS HALL

nov

2.

BY TELEGRAPH

"
••
"

-TO THE--**

EVE.\I.\G

HOSPITAL.

I. J. Gould, 1.10th, scurvy.
John Tierce, E. 16t h. debility.
W. D. Bailey, D. 10th. Teiu, intermittent fever.
A.
Bailey, A, 16th, ( ambridge, uphold fever.
Charles E. Webster,H. 19th, Tittstou, rheumatism.
George Whidden, H, 19th, Clinton, remit, fever.
Andrew Kennison, A. 19th. X’orridgewock, do.
Melville B. Smith. F. 16th, Hollis, debility.
Levi F. Atwood, B, 19th, Liberty, weak back.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

PAPERS.
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From the Army—Bumora of an Early Movement
Enlargement of Gen. Burnside’s
Bowers—Change of Position by the Hebei
Forces.
New Yoke, Dec. 4.
The Herald's Washington dispatch contains
the following:
Everything remains perfectly quiet, and
there is no prospect of au immediate move—

For the Daily Frew.

ment.

Letter from South Carolina.

The rebels have about fifty batteries, large
and small, sume of them mounting heavy guus,
The Maine Eighth—Recruits—Complimentment.
The serpent had coiled around our
hearing ou the uo(tk hanks of the Kappukaued—New rifles—Negro regiment a perfect
standard and was thrusting his deadly fangs inliock.
success.
It is said that our pontoon bridges, ou being
to the vitals of our
Camp of 8th Maine Yols., )
eagle, when twenty milcarried to the posiliou where they are to be
lions of freemen rose as oue man to shake off
Beaufort, S. C., Nov. 27. )
used, passed nearly the whole distance along
the hellish viporand crush it beneath the tread
Messrs. Editors:—We have been greeted
the river roads in plain sight of the enemy,
of their armed battallions.
with the arrival of three parties of recruits
and this fact induced the belief that a desperate light will ensue ou au attempt ou our part
for our regiment lately. Splendid looking felThis serpent should have been strangled In
to cross the river.
and nearly every one of them In good
lows,
his early growth as our fathers
designed and
Yesterday Lieut. Col. Myers, Assistant Chief
health.
come
to
us
in
the
most favoraThey
Quartermaster, visited several corps to inspect
expected, but he was not, and now we have no
ble time for themselv.es. They find our regithe amount and condition of supplies.
All
alternative but to let him suck out our lifewere lound abundantly supplied w nil good rament in
flue condition, splendidly located,
blood and transform our glorious
tions.
temple of with a
camp which Gen. Braunan last SunA large amount of fresh vegetables have
liberty into a shrine in which he may be petday said “hud no equal in this Department.” ! been oruered lor Gens. Sumner’s aud Frankted and worshipped by the present and
coming Our meu are
living well, have many comforts lin's old corps, the scurvy having made iu apgenerations; or, rise in our might and launch
pearance among them.
and conveniences that formerly we could not
into him the thunderbolt of war. The
A Falmouth letter of the 2d says there are
strugand
our
is
und
not
severe,
get,
duty
pleasant
rumors aud
other indications of au early
gle is terrible, but the result not uncertain. In
Last
we
did much hard,excessive duty’. ! movement. If made it will probably be a
year
the spirit of sacrifice and effort made
by our Now we
mere change ol position, though involving,
reap the reward in being put to more
fathers, we should preserve what they have
perhaps, a considerable engagement. The obbequeathed us. Though It may be hard at agreeable employment.
stacles to a general aud final advance of the
We have just drawn new rifles. A portion
times to see it, yet the object is worth the
army still exist.
of them are of the Whitney pattern, with
A special dispatch states that the 8th Masblood and tears, and treasure it will cost. Our
sachusetts Battery, from Boston, numbering
worthy and honest Chief Magistrate has taken sword Iptyouets. I tested one of them, and 18o
men, uud commanded by Capt. E. ii.
found its accuracy and range surprising. At
a stand that
challenges our admiration, and
Cook, w ere mustered out of service yesterday.
one hundred yards it hit
will hencefolth shape our national course;
The Times' dispatch contains the following
accurately; at seven
items: Gen. Hooker has solicited from Secrefreedom is to be nationalized and not slavery. hundred it curried splendidly; and then, again
elevating the range, at upwards of a half tary Stanton a command in his grand division
The friends and apologists of the “sum of nil
lor Gcu. Slone.
Xu reply the application was
villinrles,”as American slavery was termed by mHe the very first shot w as a successful one. endorsed.
The gun is light und small. Our Enfield and
John Wesley, have committed a fatal mistake
Xt is now grunted that all the stories to the
by their persistent purpose to extend It in- Springfield rifle muskets are very effective effect that Hie army of the X’olomac will go
into winter
are sheer fabrications.
Xt
definitely. Coming generations will rejoice in weapons. Gen. Saxton, military Governor, is proper toquarters
state tiiat Gen. Burnside never
the
8th
Maine
the
pronounces
best
our struggle and bless the
regiment possessed tiie confidence of the government
memory of the presin the Department. He is a veteran
ent loyal actors in this terrible
Regular more than at present, aud this confidence has
tragedy.
resulted iu a very great increase of his powers
officer, and his opinion is worth having. SevThe Rev. gentleman will excuse us for this
and iris liberation lrom many of the restrainu
eral of our recruits have been
brief and imperfect report of his remarks, so
appointed ser- under w hich he lias labored.
Our advices from Falmouth and Fredericksreplete throughout with soul-stirring pathos geants and corporals already. Capt. McArthur returns to Portland
and hopeful encouragemeut to every
immediately on re- burg confirm the iiilbrmutiou lately received
loyal
that Gen. Bee is removing a large portion of
heart. Isolated must be the individuals who
cruiting service.
his forces southward, aud concentrating them
The negro regiment is a decided success.
will not fully respond to the noble utterances
iu such a maimer as to he able to march eitiier
Gen.
Saxton
estimates
the
amount of properto the relief of Kichmoud in case of an attack
put forth. Events are developing right results, and the Union with its untold blessings ty it has already captured from the enemy its in the fiauk, or to act as a reserve iu case of
ussault ou Fredericksburg.
sufficient to pay all its expenses for one
will be the heritage of our children.
year.
%•
It is officered by whites. About a dozen of
News from the South.
its officers were taken from enlisted men of
[For the Press.)
Fortress M ox roe, Dec. 2.
the
8th
Maine.
now
hold
the rank and
They
From on l'. S. Engineer.
Gen. D. R. Jones is sick iu Riehmoml, uud
of Captains and Lieutenants. Their last
pay
not
to
live.
St. Alotsuis Hospital,
expected
1
F. li. Hatch, formerly Confederute Collector
expedition was to Doboy river, Ga., where, afWashington, D. C., Not. 80, 1802. )
at New Orleans, has opened a collection office
ter a sharp skirmish with the
Editors Press
Here I am at last, after
enemy, in which
at PouehatouD, uud is doing a regular busithe blacks fought well, they captured and
McClellan
to
the
following
ness.
Chicahomiuy, und
two
of
seasoned sawed
back to Antietam, iu the above named
The steamer Kilki was run into and sunk
cargoes
hospit- brought away
lumber. While the blacks have shown no dis- ! oil' the Bahamas recently. She was built iu
al. I have had some little experience, as an
Scotland lor miming the blockade.
engineer, in building pontoon bridges, and position to be bloodthirsty, veteran officers
The Raleigh (N. C.) Progress of the 27th
have been surprised at their coolness and
other service pertaining to our department.—
ult., says that iluj. Geu. G. VV. Smith is iu
under fire in both of these expediWe did not expect to do much
eo uuiuud of sufficieut force at
Petersburg to
fighting, but bravery
tions.
protect an approach to Richmond iu that diour company had to support a
Very respectfully,
battery at Anrection.
Henry Boynton, Captain Co. D.
tietam, with the "leaden rain and iron hail”
The Richmond Examiner of the 29th ult.,
down
coming
upou us briskly, but I escaped
says the next session of the Confederate ConThe
New
a
South, paper published at
without a wound. Washiugtou is a perfect city
gress will meet at Richmond on the second
Port Boyal under the auspices of the federal
Monday of January.
of hospitals; around the suburbs, and in evThe Charleston Courier of the 25th says the
army at that place, in a brief article on the
ery vacant lot, are hospitals. I understand
enemy have Horn ten to tilteen wooden vessels
1 > “removal of
McClellan,” says:
that in one there are no less than 3000 soldiers 1
lying iu sight of that city, where they have
been allowed to lay fur mouths, notwithstandThe most important item which reaches us
It seems hardly creditable that so many can be
in our budget of new s from the North is the reing our haviug means for reaching uud sinking
accommodated under one roof. The one I
moval ol Maj. Gen. Geo. B. McClellan, from
every one ol them with perfect safety to ouram in is about half a mile from the
Capitol, the command ol the army of the Potomac. selves. Mr. Muliory is waiting for all of Mr.
and near the Douglas Hospital. It is a CathLincoln’s ironsides to he tluished.
Alter along trial the judgement has at last
come like the writing on the wall,
olic one, und is carried on by the Government,
“Mene, me- !
ne, tekel upharsin.” It is needless to say that i
and taken care of by the Sisters of Charity,
Supplementary Message Expected.
this news is received with very different feelNew York, Dee. 4.
who walk arouud amoug the sick with their
ings by the army aud people
the
The
Times’ Washington dispatch says the
1
black dresses and veils, and white bouuets,
most stauuch adherents und
supporters of Geu.
seems
to
opinion
gain grouud that the PresiMcClellan cannot but feel that the Adminiswith a white bandage over the front part of
dent designs sending to Congress a suppletration w aiied a long, very long time, for sometheir head, so that you do not see the color of
mentary message, when it shall he ready to
thing to be accomplished; aud the alternative proceed to business, and that there are
their hair. Some of them are quite handsome,
many
was at last presented of a
or
a
disconchange
reasons why such a communication can be
tinuance of the war. No General in
and when you address them you say Sister.
history made more satisfactorily at that period than
ever assumed eonunand of so large and so well
The oue who takes care of me is called Sister
at present.
appointed an army under brighter auspices
Rosa.
than did Gen. McClellan. He was lauded to
Becotinoisance from Harper’s Perry.
We celebrated Thanksgiving yesterday,
the skies by the entire press and possessed the
New York, Dec. 4.
confidence and sympathy of the whole
having three good meals, with bread and meat
people,
The Herald has the following:
even before he had drawn his sword or assumfor breakfast, bread and soup for dinner, and
ed his rank. Having failed to fulldll all the !
Harper's Ferry, Dec. 3.—A recomioisanca
bread and coffee, with a few oysters, tor supbright hopes entertained of him, the time has | in force was led from Bolivar Heights about H
o'clock
come when his firmest friends—without abutyesterday morning by Gen. Geary.
per; and we dreamed of turkey, chickens, &c.
j
I was able to make a visit to our 25th Maine
ing a jot of their confidence or esteem—can I They came upon a party ol guerillas near
yield to what must appear to every patriot the | Charlestown. The rebels tied hut were overregiment at Arlington Heights, to-day, and
taken by our cavalry and one of them killed
best interests of the country.
saw there a good
many Portland boys I knew.
We cannot forget that Gen’l McClellan was i and liis horse taken.
They are in good health generally, but they made Coinmander-in-Chicf of the army almost
at the beginning of the war, when the need of ;
Washington Humors.
know little of soldiering as yet.
I think the
tile country was calling peaceful and useful
New York, Dec. 4.
-•'th will get rid of any lighting, as
will
they
citizens from their quiet avocations into the
Washington dispatches say that Geu. Sigel
be
probably permanently assigned to their pres- ranks. Our army composed of this material, will undoubtedly demand an official
investigaent position during their term of
service; but was at that time without order or discipline. tion into the charges made by Geu. Pope. It
His remarkable skill and energy
quickly turn- b said the private aspersions of Pope upon
they will have rather a cold time of it iu ed
this crude material into well drilled and
Sigel will also be investigated.
guarding Long Bridge. They are busily at effective soldiery,and for this the
it is again rumored that Hon. Joseph Holt
country owes I
work now, building log-houses for barracks.
him a debt of gratitude.
is to have a seat iu the Cabinet.

at'large—still

changed among the members.
At half past oue the President’s annual mes■age was received, aud listened to with profound attention by Members of Congress aud

galleries

Congressmen
with pistols,

I

Whig

SELECTED.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
RTKAMER

Opening of Winter Bonnets.—Mrs. A. COLBY
will, on Friday, Dec. 5th, open a choice selection of
Winter Bonnet*. Caps, Head Dresses, tfc., consisting
of every late style of Paris, New York, and Home
Manufacture.
123 Middle street, Mussey’s Block, (over
Portland, Dec. 4,1S62.

Borugftte.Southampton New York Dec
Norwegian.Liverpool.Portland_Dec
Bavaria.Southampton .New

Bohemian.Portland_Liverpool.Dec

and the date upon which the
used.

j

state

NEWS.

Silas

hours alter her first

house.

can now

hear the clock tick in the parlor. Gratefbl to God
for ids great deliverance, I
heartily commend her
mode of treatment to all who suffer as I bare done.”
Every kind of diseased and weak eyes, also Catarrh,
healed, and a cure warranted. Charget moderate.
MRS. M. G. BROWN,
Nov. 19—tf
410 Arch St., Philadelphia.
Diseases of the Urinary Organs.
ty-J- C. MOTT, M. D., Operating and Consulting
surgeon and Physician, attends exclusively to Diseases of the Urinary and Genital
Organs, and Female
Complaints of all kinds, and the more obscure diseases of tbe Pelvic Vicera. as Piles,
Ruptures.Hvdrocele, \ aricocele, Fistula. Early Decline of Manhood,
Ac. Dr. M. keeps himself posted in all the
improvements in the cure of Disease, made in this country
or Europe, and spares no
expense that his patients
may have the best medical and surgical treatment
tbe world affords.
Advice free
gp-Office 86
Court street, BOSTON. Hours fiom lu A. M. to 2
P. M and 6 to 8 P. M.
Mrs. M., who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
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Roudout for Boston.
Cld 2d, bark Omega. Morse, for Marseilles; Texas.
Stevens, lor Washington DC; brigs Bion Bradbury,
Brown, StJago; Augusta, Strout, Neuvitas; schs

James Herbert,
Aaron Drew,
Samuel iiazelton.
William H. Bredeen,
M
•*

Onward. Lelaud, Newburyport.
Ar 3d. barks Comet, Rogers, Leghorn; N M Haven.
Ilall, Matauzas; brig Sarah Wooster, Lord. Komlout
for Boston; schs W G Mailor, Mailer, Bangor for
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Edward Haikini.
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"
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"
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O’Brien.

I could hear every
stand in the cellar and

a re-
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4.40
4.40
4.41)
4 40
13.70

Harden,

Woodbury,

44

Wiley,

New Orleans;

Leui.l^eed.

lor Port

Royal SC; schs Sea Ranger. Smith, Port au Prince;
Bailie Aiken. Godfrey, New Orleans.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 2d, schs Alexander Young,
Young, Philadelphia.
BRISTOL—Sid 2d, brig Croton, Eddy, Havana;
sch Reanoke, for New York.
NEWPORT—Sld 2d. bark Minna Gordon, (Br) ftn
Fall River for Portland; brig Vineland, (Br)do tor
do: schs Empress, Farnsworth, Rockland tor New
York; Geu Knox, Fountain,Portland for Baltimore;
Nor West, Haskell, Calais tor Digbtou; F J Cummings, Borland, Bangor for New York; Mill Creek,
Friend, do for do; Helen, Carroll, Portsmouth for
New York; Bav State, Merrill, New Bedford fordo;
Delaware, Richardson, Rockland for do; Victor,
Strout, Cherry Held for do.
Also sld 2d, brigs Robin, ftn Chernrfleld for New
York; Clias Heath. Wright, Bangor for N London;
sch Catharine Wilcox, McFadden, fm Providence for
New York; Robert Foster, Brown, Cuerrvheld for
do; Harriet Ryan. Staples, Taunton, for Elizabethport; Golden Hod. Bishop, from Bangor lor Fortress Monroe; Ella, Marston, from Boston for Baltimore; W 11 Mailer. Arey, Hamror for Alexandria;
Catharine Beals, Flowers, Belfast for New York;
Win Butman, Stuart, Bangor for do; Hattie M Mavo
ftn Calais for-; Caroline. Rhodes, tm Bostou tor
Baltimore; Henry Curtiss, Brown, ftn Bangor for
New York.
SOMERSET—Ar 3d, sch Golden Eagle, Kelley, ftn
New York.
FALL RIVER—Ar 2d, sch Washington, Ferguson,

application
I

a"..

Samuel M.
John D.

Alexandria.
Cld 3*1, barks La Plata, Crowell, for Hueuos Ayres;
John Wesley, Porter, for Montevideo; Zenas Coffin,
Packard. Antwerp; Harry Booth, Drummond, tor
Havana; Mary, cibbs, for* Eli/abethnort; brigs C F

a child, and for twelve
years past have
quite deaf. I have spent hundreds of dollar*,
without receiving any benefit whatever. Last Saturday I went to the Preble House and made arrangements for Mrs. B. to treat me for deafness. In 24

*5
a3

8 J r

77
43.27
46.39

Hall,

«

May Flower, Kent, Bcllast; Baltimore, Dix, Bostou;

been

s

»»
17.79
Rich’dR.Robins’n.ap’t 13.19 Mun C
Liquor* claimed by do. 11.94 8 J C
62 Mun. t\
.John McClulum, appt, 12l.lo
Joseph H. Faulkner,
8 J C
"
Charles B. i’aiue,
4.40

Burgess.

deaf from

*18.18

Alexander Fow,

John MuCulluin,
Richard R. Robinson,
Daniel C Webb.
Brown Thurston,

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2d iust, brig San Antonia,
Snow. New Orleans.
NEW YORK—Ar 2d. ship Maria, Clark, Hilton
Head; schs A J Bird, French, and Hosannah Rose,

Eye
"I, Bartlett J. Decoster, No. 2 Hall's Court, Portland, give this certificate, to certify that I hare been

General Bill

ts.

«

i|

5
£3?
£»
£

|

Mighill Nutting,

BALTIMORE—Sld 2d, bark Geo S Hunt, Wood-

the Preble House for one week.
A remarkable case of deafness cured in
twenty four
hours by Mrs. M. G. Brown, Professor on the E
e
and Ear, and proprietor of Poor Richard’s
Water.

fl

If

^®*|*f®* L.WInlander

from do.

Cured—Mr*. M. G. Brown will be at

conformitv^rith* -,h®
t'h?

Leuialahirp^r

act of the

JameR Conroy,
J-ehemiahc. nice,
Mial Davis et
a),
Francis Murphy,

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SHIP ISLAND—In port 13th ult, ship N England,
tin Philadelphia; bark George Berry, Emery,

charge

1863, made in

an

<

Edge,
bury.

t'uinWrland,

Proseeution.

k Sou.

ty cents or under for the first ten words, require a one
cent stamp; messages for which the
charge is over
twenty cents for the first ten words require a throe
cent stamp.
November 23,1332.
dlw uov29

voice iu the

!

St IVtre.
Sch Java, Wilson. St George NB.
Sch Freeport, Thorndike, Rockland.
Sch Tioubador, Tracy. Gouldsboro.
Sch Dan'l Breed, Hart, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Pennsylvania, Scott, Bath for Bostou.
Steamer New England, Field, Bostou for St John
via East port.
Steamer Forest Coity, Li-cinb, Boston.
CLEARED.
Sch Delmont, Ginn, Matunza*. by E Churchill k Co
Sch C B Jones, Fieemau, Baltimore, J B Brown

and after the first of December
next. Stamps can be obtained at the usual
places r f
sale, or at the office of this Company
Messages for which the telegraphic
is twen*

Desfmebs

i

Thursday, Dec. 4.
ARRIVED.
Brig Ruby, (Br) Folev, Walton NS.
Brig Vineland, (Br) Brittin. tall River.
Brig Catherine, (Br) English, Boston, to load for

on

of

®

POUT OF PORTLAND.

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has
given
notice tb»t Blimps are in readiness and that the law
will be enforced

6
6
10
13
13
17
20
20

mouth.

or

A. D.

requirements of

PANAMA AND CALIFORNIA—Steamers,carrying Mails for Aspinwall. Panama, and California,
leave New York on the 1st, 11th, and 21st of each

shall be

same

July Term,

Londonderry.

MARINE

ADVERTISEMENTS~

County

27
2D
3
3
4
17

Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the
regu
lar lines. The steamers for or from
Liverpool call a
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call a

Special Notice.
The American Telegraph
Company call the attention of the public to the
language of the tax ou telegraph messages, viz:
Sec. 104.—No Telegraph
Company, or its agents or
employees, shall receive from any person, or transto
mit
any person, any dispatch or message without
an adhesive
stamp deuoting the duty imposed by this
act being affixed to a copy thereof, or
having the
same stamped
thereupon, and iu default thereof shall
incur a penalty often dollars.
Section 99 provides that iu any and all cases where
an adhesive
stamp shall be used, the person using or
affiixng the same shall write thereupon the iuitials of
name

Dec

Jura. ..Portland.. Liverpool.Dec
Cityof Washing’!).New York.. Liverpool.Dec
Africa..Naw York.. Liverpool.Dec
Hibernian.Portland
Liverpool.Dec
Saxonia.New York. Hamburg.
Dec
China.New York. Liverpool.Dec
Hanna..New York Bremen.Dee

and

CAUTION-To prevent the wholesale imposition
practiced upon invalids iu this city, we caution them
against the impure Drugs, sold as our preparations,
by designing persons. The only genuine Medicine
can be bad at
all times of Dr. ELIZABETH D.
CHAMBEKLIX, Medical Office, 214 Congress street.
Portland.
dec4 dlw*

his

York..

To DEPART.

Dr. J. WESLEY' KELLEY’, Associate Founder of
the Analytical System of Medicine, can be consulted
on all Diseases of the LIVER,
LUNGS, HEART,
KIDNE YS, SPLEEN,nod all morbid derangements
of the blood.and otln r circulating mediums. Tuesday
and Wednesday, the9th and 10th of December, and
the second Tuesday ami Wednesday of
every mouth,
at the Mhdical Office, 214 Congress Street.
Advice, in all cases, free of charge.

attached

NEW

SAIL*

FOR

Bohemian.Liverpool.Portland.... Nov
A rabia.Liverpool.Boston..
Nov
Citv of Baltimore. Liverpool.New York
.Dec

lw#

Congress Street, (comer Pearl,\ Tuesday
Wednesday, 9th and Iu/A inst.

214

FRO*

yniiR.Liverpool.Non York...Nov 22
Manna.Southampton.New York.. Nov 26
Kangaroo.Liverpool.New York.. .Nov 26

Corey's.)

»»

**

#

Elixabetliport.

N EW BEDFORD—Sld 8d iust, sch Horace Staples,
Gibbs, Philadelphia.
BOSTON—Ar 3d. schs Oregon, O’Brien, ftn Lubee;
ma'adies of her sex. can bo consulted bv ladies.
Julia Elizabeth. Merrill, Bluohill; Bangor. Jordan,
Patients lUrnished with board and expci ienced
Ellsworth; Wm 1’ope, Colbeth. and J 1* Bent. Reynurses.
oct3eod6m
nolds, Machias; Sultana, Fletcher, and H W Wel•1286.(9
lington. Wells. Bangor; Diadem, Black, do; HumJAMES MANN, County Trenourer
boidt.
Perkins. Wiscasset.
DR. P. P. QUIMBY. would give notice that he ha
w3w
25
Cld 3d. barks B F Shaw, Cann, for Havana; M E
returned to Portlaud, and cau be found at his Room,
Trout, Maddox, Machias; brigs Madeira, Bryant,
No. 13 International House, Tuesday, August
Barbadoes: A J Ross, Small, for Cardenas; Crimea,
STATEMENT OP THE CONDITION
ilichborii, Havana; Edwin, Daggett, New Orleans;
12th, whore he will attend to all wishing to consul
sch* Niger, Thompson, New York; Hydrangea, Hill,
-OF THE—
him.
Buck-port; Francisco, Kilby, Portland.
First Examination at office.8200 i
Ar 4th, setts T R Hammond, Gerrish, Gouldsboro;
Each subsequent sitting at office.60 j Mary E Gage, Driako, and Pilgrim, Kelley, C alais;
A Meghan. Stahl, Daraariscotta;
Don worth, Brad- I Fire and marine
Insurance C*n
City Patients, first Examination at residence.... 260
bury, and Amelia. Coombs, from Machias; Margaret,
Each subsequent visit at residence,. 1 00
OF SFBISC.F1ELD, MASS..
Huntley, do; Couvert, Coombs, aud Philanthropist,
Montrose.
aud
Homer,
Hart,
Bradore.I-awBangor;
August 16, 1862.—tf
On the Fir* d»jof No, ember, 190, in conformity
reuce, do;
Laurel, Tburatou, Deer Isle; Isabella,
with tlis Law, of tbs State of Maine.
Bowen, hem.chunk
A Goon Spptvo Rvn bat become
Cld 4th, bark Sumter, Humphrey, New Orleans;
an almost indisSen t'tiatteogo,
at Caargo.
Capital Stock, all paid up.
#3X1.000 00
pensable article, not only of comfort and necessity,
GLOUC ESTER—Ar2Uih, »chs ( larisa, Pinckney,
S lupin*,
11W.481 83
with every family, while the united
testimony of
Bangor tor New York; Haines, Patterson, Saco tor
Phyaiciaus has placed their health Ail ness beyond New Haven; Collector. Thoma*. Wiscasset for BosA MIT* At FOLLOW! :
tou: Erie. 1 oombs, Bangor tor Norwich.
question.
Cash,
6 986 98
Ar 1st, hclis Emma Furbish. Handers, Rockland
Noiuvalid should be without one.
Cash in hands of Agents in coarse
for New York; Northern Light, Laue, Danvers for
of transmission,
As an evidence of the superiorty of
Vina! haven.
16,379 23
916,400 t'A 7.90 Treasury Notes, 16,016 00
NEWBU’RYPORT—Sld 2d, sch Kossuth, Lee, for
COREY'S “PREBLE" SPRING BED
910.000 U. 6 6 ner ceut. CertifiNew York; Valhalla. Lord, Calais.
overall others, is the fact that the demand for this
cates of Indebted ness,
LL'BEC—Ar 24th. .«ch Franklin, Allen. New York.
10,000 00
96.000 U. S. 6 per cent. Coupon
Parsed out 26th, brig John Bernard, of Calais; sch
Spring Bed is quadruple that of any other kind.
Bond*, 1*81,
5,200 00
Banner, of Portland; Sally, of Calais; Kiualdo, aud
October 1,1862.
tf
Real E*taic owned by the ComAlabama, of St George,
pany, unincumbered,
BOOTH HAY—Ar 1st, schs Delaware, Robinson, tm
33,820 69
Loans on Mortgages or Real EsSOMETHING NEW.—Please call and examine
Thomastou for Portland; Arborer, Baker, Ellsworth
tate,within the C onunou wealth
for do.
Mrs. Foy’s Patent Corset Srirt Supporter,
of Massachusetts,
BANGOR—Ar 8d iust, sch Caroline, Morrill, from
80,472 69
which is a new and very desirable article. It is a
1207
shares Bank Stocks, as per
Portland.
schedule,
Cld 2d iust, schs Tool, Gray, Portland; 3d, Maggie
124.206 60
Corset, Skirt-Supporter and Bishop combined. La638 shares Railroad Stocks,
76,760 00
Belle, Gilkey, Baltimore.
dies and Misses using it need no other of either.
Railroad Bonds,
7,660 00
Price 81.25, which is cheaper than the Corset alone,
ou Personal and Collateral
Loans
FOREIGN PORTS.
and serves the wearer as both. For sale
Ar at Calcutta Oct 29th, ship Art Uuion, Thayer,
8,642 63
Security,
only by
All other securities,
6.964 19
Boston.
H. C. LOVELL A SON, Agents,
Ship Resolute. Mountfort, for Colombo, was pronovll cdtf
129 Middle Street.
down
the river 18th.
W0.63183 390,531 88
f ceeding
SIU from sau.-or «k-t loth, ships Henry llarbeck,
Pm Contra
Physician and Surgeon.—H. A. LAMB. M. D.,
True, for New York; ltth, Garnet, Bred turd, for
All outstanding Claims,
937,904 06
Boston; Western Star. Knowles, Callao; 14th, John
Office, corner of Cougress aud Chestnut Streets
No other liabilities to Banks or IndividHaven, Porter, Loudon; 17th, Simoda, Smith, for
uals except Office Expenses.
Portland, Me.
Falmouth E.
Amount at risk. Nov. 1, 1862,
930,689.687 38
Pkrticular attention paid to Surgery, including
In port Oct 8th, shine (ranges. Fabeus. chartered
Amouut necessary to re-insore the above,
84,866 43
for London at £4 7s 6d: Isabella. Sears, for do same
diseases of the eye and ear.
aug7—dtiiu
WM. CONNER, J*., Secretary.
[Signed]
(
Rufus
for
do at £4 10s; Naporates;
hoate. Rich,
Common wealth of Massachusetts, I
leon. Thompson, for London, takes 700 tons linseed
Dentistry.—Dr. JOS1A11 1IEALD. No. 241 Con
at £4 7s 6*1. and balance of cargo at £4 os; Loch LaCounty of Haiupieu, ss.
\
Sworn to before me,
inar. Luring, for Boston, takes 256 tons saltpetre at
gress Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church,
Cxo.
Justice
of the Peace.
Walxek,
815
tons
(Signed)
150
coir
at
per tou,
luatiog
812, 6"0 tout
Portland, Me.
augTdly
hides, skins, shelac and gunics, at 814 for hides aud
813 per ton for other goods.
Dks. Locke & kimball, dentists, no. 117
Sailed from Cnracoa 15th ult, brig Nellie Mowe,
Office of the
Middle Street, Portland. 31e.
Pike, lor Philadelphia.
augl5—ly
103 MIDDLE STREET.
At do 15th ult, bark Venus, Atkinson, for New

Springfield

Portland

BROKERS* BOARD.
Stocks.—Boston, Dec. 4, 1802.
50 United Slates 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.1041
81.000 .do.104}
7.000 United States Coupon Sixes (1881). loil
6.000 U. S. Treasury Sixes. 2 years...12»
50 United States'Demand Notes. lftU
3.500 .do. 120]
8.000 .do.127 J
8,u00
do.127?
2.800 United States Fire-Twenties.100
1.500
do. 90J
2»i.4H* American Cold.18zl
12.U00.do. 1821
800.do
132?
21.000 .do.138i
Salk

New Y ork.
Ar at Cardenas 25th

of

Philadelphia.
Cld

MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.
WESTERN—Arrives at 12.49 and 74 P.

!

M.

!

|

Closes at

John NB and the British Provinces.Tuesday mornmornings. Closes Thursday at 4 P. M.
EUROPE—-Closes every Satuidav at 1.30 P. M.
CANADA—Arrives at 1.50 P. M. Closes at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 5 P. M. Close at
9 P. M
Cyodice open daily (Sundays excepted) from 8
A. M. to 9 1*. 31. On Sundays, from
8} to 9$ A. 31.

;

MARRIED.
In this city Dec 4th, bv Rev. Dr. Carruther*. John
Huntress and Miss Eiiza S. Mitchell, both of this

lu this city Dec. 2d. by Rev. N. Brooks. Hiram L.
Chase and Miss Ami M. Knierv, both of this citv.
lu Auburu Nov. 21st, bv Rev. A. C. Adain*. assisted by Rev. U. Balkham of Lewiston, Rev. Alfred A.
Ellsworth, of Milford. 3Iass., lormerly of this city,
and Miss Lina 11. Cook, of Auburn.
lu Otisdrld Nov 22d, bv Rev. William Davenport.
Win. H. Wentworth, of Bridgtou, aud 31iss
Mary E.
Bean, of O.; 80th, Silas D. Andrews, of O., aud Mies
Katie T. Foster, of llani^ou.
At Parker’s head Nov 27th. John D. Fletcher aud
j
Miss Julia E.C. Percy ; Soth, Col. Jordan Colder ami !
Mrs. Martha A. Wyman: Alexander Duley aud Miss
M.
all
of Phipsburg.
Biaisdell,
Mar>

DIED.
In this city Dec. 3d, Mrs. Olive A., wife of John
Sweetser, aged 52 years.
In this city Nov 21st. Florence K.. daughter of ('has
J. and Lois K. 3IcGregor, aged 1 year 8 months.
In Cape Fli/ahetu Dec. 2d, Ltsmard A., son of the
late Noah B. and Margaret T. Kuight, aged 21 years

months22days.

In Bath Dec. 2d, Charles O., son of Mr. John Kimball, aged 21 years 1 mouth; Dec. 3d. of diptheria,
Seymore B., son of C. B. and Eunice Preble, aged 2

years 8 months.
In Wells Nov 10th. Mrs. Svlvia. wife of Charles J.
Mild rain, ami daughter of'lion. Theo. Weils, Jr.,
aged 24 years 0 months.
lu Wells Oct. 17th. Mrs. Francis, wife of Deacon
Theodore Weils, aged 77 years 5 mouths.

1M PORTS.

master.

—

200 tons plaster,

Si t.Ft)R<iF NB—Sch Java—40,000 11
10.0UU laths, to N J Miller.

Put iu at do 13thl Uuion, Billings, from Bombay
lor Hull.
Sailed from the Downes 16tb, M L Potter, Tapley,
from Akyab) for Hamburg
Otf Duugeoucss 19ih, Village Belle, Ross, 25 days
from Boston tor Hamburg.
Off Dover 17th, Ellen Maria, Merril, from Loudon
for Boston.
Off Beachy Head 13th, Eveutide, Partridge, from
Bremen for Havana.
Sailed from Cowes 17th ult, Sildenow, Konow, for

Portland.

Put into Portland Roads 17th ult. Susan G Owens,
Norton, ftn Hambuig for Liverpool.
Put into Falmouth I8»h. Windward. Emerson, ftn
for Boston, with rudder head twisted
Sid 13th, Ma/eppa. Weeks (tin Akyab) for L
don.
Ar at Newport 16:li, Timor, Bixby. tm Waterford
tor Rio Janeiro; 17th. Mallie Metcalf, Ames, from
Gloucester for St Thomas.
Sailed from Bristol 13th. Southampton, Austin, for
New Y ork.
In
13th. Joseph Clark, Littlefield, from
Bangor lor Gloucester.
Ar at Swansea 18th, Charles C Duncan, Otis, from

lumber, and i

MINIATURE ALMANAC.
Friday..December 6
I
SUN.
HIGH WATER.
Rises.. .7.14 | ttots.. .4.28 | Morn'g 9.58 | Even’g 10.20

Sailed from

Trinidad.

Th®

m

j
i

Suebec,

Bank Notice.
two cent tax

stamp
checks and sight drafts
THE
Bank in this
offered at

be affixed to all
twenty dollars, when

must
over

city,

after Saturday, the
13fh
will be refused.
On aud after January 1st, the appropriate stamp
will be required ou notes and drafts pavable on time.
Per order.
<lec6 2weod+
auv
inst., or payment

IR-emoval.
JOHN

B.

HUDSON, JR.

-HAS REMOVED TO—

No. 27 Market

Sqa&ie,

where he will execute in an artistic manner all kinds
of ORXAMEXTAL PAIXTIXO, such as Sign*.* ur-

{

New York.
Aral Lixbon 7th ult. Fannie, Herrick, New Y'ork;
11th. Jus E Ward. Tibbetts, do
Ar at Bremerhaveu 15th ult, F Martin, from New
York.

tains. Banners. Landscapes, Figures, Flowers, Scroll
Work. 4c.
A long and thorough apprenticeship to the mechanical branch of the business, and several years study
of the higher branches rtf the Art. have rendered him
qual tied to execute every variety of work in the
most elegant styles, and he hopes by diligence and
constant attention to busiue**, to merit the patronage of the

public.

rmoob SIGXS ofall varieties painted to
JOHN' «• HUDSON. Jr..
No. 27 Market Square.

order.
dec4 U4w

Sailed 14th, Eveutide, Partridge. Havana!
Sailed from Cuxhaveu 16th ult, Argo, for San
15th ult, Henry, YY’ilson, from New

Milk Boult* for Sale.
at this office, or No. 92 Exchange St..
one can hear of a chance to buy s "MILK.
there is not a customer who has
which
KOtJTE,” in

BY

:

for New York.

Sept 27. lat 7 24 S. Ion 33 45 W, ship Noonday,
Henry, tin Boston tor San Francisco.
Nov 8. lat 47 41. Ion 17 4*. bark S W Pike, Lovell,
from New Y ork tor London.
Nov 14. 60 mile* SW of Cork, ship Cultivator. Rustor New Y'ork.
sell. tin
Nov 13. off Great Orui’s llead, ship Templar, Lane,
*
fm Liverpool for New Y’ork.

Liverpool

Steamship*

accommodatidS

Brazil. Weeks, from the Clyde.
Sid 17th, Persia. Putnam. M;>tanzas.
Off Fa* met 17th. gueeu of the Lake, Thornton, fm
Liverp«>ol for Portland.
Ar at Londonderry 17th, Uuion, McKenzie, from
New York.
Sailed 17th, Creole. Hewitt. New Y’ork.
At Dublin 19th, iiighlaud Light, Crowell, tor New
Y’ork.
Passed Waterford 17th, Grace Ross, Pendleton, ftn
Liverpool for Rangoon.

SPOKES.
Sept 12. off Ainov, bark Trieste, Sewall, ftn Amoy

fat

Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, evenr WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier
9 North River. New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. P. M.
These > esse Is are fitted up with tine
for
paseeugers, making this the most speedy, sate ana
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage $6,00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Kastport and St.
ohn.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers asearly as 8 P. M., on the day that tixp
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMluKY k FOX. Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H B. ( ROMWELL k CO.. No. M West Street,
New York.
Dec. 6,1912.
dtf

eru, Canu. do.
Ar at Troon 15th,

Francisco.
Ar at Antwerp
Y'ork.

and

ruu a-> loiiows:

Greenock 18th, Marmion, Rhodes, for

Arat Possaroewau Sept 16. Mary Glover, Hughes,
Sourahav a.
Ar at Palermo 9th ult, Tauaro, Park, Genoa.
Sid 6th, Nellie, Simpson, for New York.
Arat Alicaut loth ult, Sarah Flagg, Rurnball, fm

»pl®ndid

LINE.

"CHESAPEAKE,” ( apt. Willett,
’’PARKERSBURG,’’ Captain
■HMWlHorrMAS, will, antil farther notiee

Ar at Glasgow 17th. J W Andrew’s, Hardy, Philadelphia; Elizabeth, Cauu. New York; 18th, Fanny i
4

J. W. HUNGER. Agent.

ed3w

SEMI-WEEKLY

Ringroad

Liverpool.

property.
three, or

Portland und New York. Steamers.

Newport

city.

WALTON NS—Br brig Ruby

[Per steamship Hibernian—additional ]
Sailed from Liverpool 15th, Sierra Neva la. Foster,
for New Y'ork; 18th, Templar, Lane, do.
Cld 18th, John Bunyau, t arver, for Havana; 19th,
Keunatd, and Adelaide Ball, Uobortsou,
New Yoik; 17th, Johu Clark. Letournau, Baltimore;
J S Parsons. Ellis, and Ontario. Post, lor New York:
18th, Oregon. Pear sou, Kio Janeiro.
AratLoudou 19th ult, Sabiuo, Woodward, from
Baltimore.
Cld 19th. Victoria, Stinson, New York.
Arat Deal 26th, Johu Robinson, New Y'ork, (and

J
| Hellespont,

1.80 P. M.
EASTERN—Arrives at 1.50 P. M. Closes at 12 M.
STEAMBOAT MAIL—Arrives from Eastport Me., St

4

deco

Cld 26th, sch Julia, Anderson, Portland.

auchorcd.)

7.45 A. M. aud

E

t^Tolicie#

Portland.

j

Agency,

issued on Real and Personal
Risks taken ou Dwelling Houses for one,
five years, vmy low.

ult, brig S Thurston, Latilair,

15th. brig Robin. Hillman. Frankfort.
AratStJohuNB 29th ult, sch Alwilda, Rissctt,

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

|

to-day both branches of Congress
met iu their respective hails. A quorum was
present iu both branches, though the Senate

was

legislation

j

change.
Day, (of Portland) of our corps,
died at Warrcnton. He ought to have been
discharged long ago. lie died in the Unitarian church there, which was fitted
up as ahospital. He had all that he could have under
the circumstances.

AND

-—--

noon

sented, and they had been

molested.

j

ORIGINAL

The Bangor

j

them is that annual festival

rising up

be

bludgeons and bowie knives to defend him.
Only an occasional speech was made whose
authors did not look anxiously at his
flery
eyes. Powerful corporations heard his hiss
above the buzz of their spindles—ermlned
judges shaped their logic by his slimy trailpmd
demagogues their course by his dictation—
speculators were dazzled by his glossy scales,
—and while Southern doctors
ofdlvinity threw
over him the mantle of the
patriarchs, northern ones wrere blinded
by “south-side views”
of his graceful folds, and the
religious press
alternately flattered and terrified by his syren
charms and forked tongue. At length it
produced a nest of traitors and conspirators at the
Capital, who, with the low, sneaking cunning
and cowardice of their progenitor, deliberately
plotted the overthrow of the Federal Govern-

free .or these inestimable things we are more
indebted to them than we may have been accustomed to think. Nor least among the ben-

blessed.

not

went into the halls of

in many respects upon the whole country.
The church, the school, institutions essentially

by

a

pent should

Washington, Dec. 1st, 1882.
The handful of brave determined men who
colonized New England have left their mark

efits cenferred

than

quarter ol a century not a President was elected without a pledge that the ser-

Letter from Washington.

for which all the land is

a

on

war, that the “barbarism” that lias left tills
land uu'inprovad, is to be crushed by the military necststle* of this war..
of

Thursday was based on 1st
Tliess. 5th, 18th: “In everything give thanks,”
4c. Paul said this, writing from Athens.while
the subject of ridicule, surrounded by dissermon

off the serpent as Paul did his at Melita, but
ull over the sunny south he was seen
fattening

by Mr. Kennedy, shows that the area of the
seceding states (not including Kentucky, Tennessee and Missouri) is 681.948 square miles.
The population of whites 4,622,681, slaves
8,245X91. The number of white males is 2,
877,639. The value of agricultural instruments
manufactured iu these states in 1860 was $1,
664X43, while the state of New York that year
made $3,429,087 In value. Their steam engines
and machinery made, were valued at $4,760,
80S, while Massachusetts alone of the free
states made $5,131,128 iu value. In cotton
goods, they had 118 factories, with $8X73,921
capital, employing 166,920 spindles; while little Rhode Island has 135 factories with $11X00,
000 invested, and employs 766,000.
The Confederate stnes produced in I860,
leather to the value of $2,955X56. and Masdfchusett* produced $10X54,066, and New York
$60,766,017. The value of real and personal
estate of these states was $4,708X62X16, while
the lour states of New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania aud New Jersey reached the sum of $4,
921X57X61- The cash value of the farms of
New York, Pennsylvania aud New Jersey exceed that of all the above states. While they
have 50,194 acres of improvad land, they have
128X63X67 acres unimproved; aud It Is one of
the cheering aspects of thts bloody aud costly

ce

The

destructive, purifies the atmosphere—the surgeon's scalpel though inflicting pain saves the
lile ol the patient. We should l>e self-possessed and grateful, though the times are dark and
sorrowful,—Uod is in the whirlwind, and the
right will prevail.
Iii August lGGy, a Dutch man-of-war entered James river Virginia,with a
cargo of slaves,
for sale. In December Hi20, another vessel
landed a colony of heroic, expatriated christaiu men and women on Plymouth Rock.
These were the germs of two antagonistic forces as widely separated as the
antipodes in
their objects, aims and tendencies, and which
have culminated in the gigantic rebellion and
civil war, now desolating our fair land. The
currents of national life they separately
generated, could not flow on harmoniously forever.
The principle of a free Democratic Republic
with Christian institutions, now the glory of
the Xorth, governed the noble
spirits ill the
Slay Flower,while Virginia took to her bosom
a vile and loathsome
raptile. Some northern
States followed her example, but soon shook

follows:

Correspoiiuei

effort.

of shadow—the darkest clouds have a silver
lining. The thunder slonn, though terriilc and

The policy recommended by Judge Lane is

as

many like the
Poor Julian

encouraging it i.: others. We need the
same spirit and faith in the
providential signifinance of present events. Private and public
bereavements make us sad, but in all, if properly viewed, we may see more of sunshine than

He says:
‘The guilty are ever tbe first to appeal to
the law for mercy. Rebels were the first to
sue to Gen. Mitchell for protection. Thosj
who were Union at heart did not ask for that
which was their due, amt thus ail the protecting powers were granted to the disloyal.’

The classification of the last census

Chestnut Street Church. We have listened
on various occasions with much interest to his

pulpit and platform efforts, hilt seldom with
more pleasure than on lids.
The Methodist
itinerant system has supplied this Church and
congregation with pastors of first class talent,
and without disparagement to previous incumbents we may safely say that tile parish is exceedingly fortunate in securing the services of
a man so active, earnest and eloquent in everything pertaining to religious and patriotic

!

the relative merits of McClellan

Among the eloquent ami patriotic discourses
delivered in our city on Thanksgiving day,
was one by Rev. Win. R. Clark, pastor of the

it and

towards rebels.

regard to

Ill

and Burnside, the opinion is about equally divided among the officers and men. Some go
in for Mac, while others place more confidence
in Burnside. I am. llurnside. I expect that

noble purpose in
view and faith in his success, he stood firmly
against all opposers, possessing a grateful spir-

suggestions of common sense.
Among this class is Judge Geo. W. Lane,
of Huntsville, Alabama, a Union refugee, who
has recently written to the Secretary of War,
remonstrating against the treatment tneeted
out to the Union men of the South by our military commanders,and tlirir mistaken leniency

as

Services at Chestnut Street
Church.

couragements, hut with

to hear

of the

meu

M———————————i——

Thanksgiving

inquiry

tailed to pay hi* monthly bills. A favorable chance
is thus offered to any uue who may wish to eugage in
the business, or to enlarge his present "route.”
uovl2 eodtf

A

On Hand.
CON ST ANT supply of best Extra Deep Hold
Leaf, aud at low rates at
26 Mabkvt SqUAau

«

^^—■

MATTERS ABOUT

TOWN.

Municipal Court—Dec. 4.
John Powell, a lad of twelve or fourteen
years of age, was brought up for the fowl offense of purloining three hens, the property of
The evidence in the case
hardly sustained the complaint, and the Recorder gave Powell the benefit of the doubt,

William Pittee, Jr.

and

discharged

McCobb & Kingsbury

him.

for the defence.

Mayo was convicted of the larceny of two [sounds of butter from the store
of Elisha P. Nason on Washington street.
Martha went into the store and purchased half
a pound of butter, and while Nason's attention was attracted by other customers, she
For this the
“hooked” two pounds extra.
Recorder sentenced her to thirty days in the
county jail.
This case would not have been brought before the Court but for the impudence of Mrs.
Mayo. After Nason )iad found that she had
stolen the butter, he sent her a note stating

| BY TELEGRAPH.
Portland

For this he re-

ceived abuse from her; and a lawyer was found
who brought an action against him for slander, in consequence of sending the note to
Mrs. M., and his stock was attached to the
value of $100. The lawyer reduced his demand to $50; then to $25; and finally offered
to take $5!

Nason refused to pay any amount
whatever, and took out a warrant against the
woman.

Margaret J. Cunningham, for the larceny of
McAlmon, as mentioned in
yesterday’s Press, was sentenced to two
months imprisonment in the county jail.
shawl from Mrs.

a

Mechanic Association Debate.—The

Library

room

listeu

the debate upou the President's procThe measure was supported by-

to

was

crowded last

eveuing

to

lamation.
Messrs.

Beal, Walton, Foster and Blanchard,
and opposed by Messrs. Emery and Kimball.
We have copious notes of the debate which
we may publish to-morrow.
When the hour
for adjournment arrived, Mr. Emery move to
lay the question on the table, to be taken up
for discussion at the next meeting, expressing
a desire to
reply to the remarks of Messrs.
Foster and Blanchard. Mr. Plummer thought
time enough had been spent in discussing this
There were but five mouths alsubject.
lowed for these meetings for debate, and one
fifth of that time had been taken up with this
debate.
He wanted some other questions

brought forward.
Mr. Foster hoped il any gentleman wished
to speak upon the subject an opportunity
would be given him. The Association voted
to lay the resolve upon the table to be taken
up next

Thursday evening.

Androscoggin Railroad.—A meeting of
the first and second mortgage bondholders of
the Androscoggin Railroad was held yesterday, and it was voted to accept the report of
the committee appointed to see what arrang<
inents could be made to lease the road to the

corporation. The third mortgage bondholders, at a meeting on Wednesday, passed a
similar vote. It is expected that the lease
will be perfected by the 1st of January next.
Professor Bbigo’s Readings.
Our
readers must not forget the rich entertainment
—

offered them for this

evening

at Mechanics’

Hall. The readings of Professor Briggs have
elicited encomiums wherever he has given
them. By reference to the programme it will
be noticed that the selections for this evening
embrace several pieces which cannot fail to
excite the risible faculties of every one.—
and grow fat” is a

“Laugh

good

motto.

ht- Commercial street is frozen over. It
Is hoped no luckless wight will break through
the thin crust, and sink in the depths beneath.
Whether all the lost ones had been grappled
up before the surface congealed, we have not
learned. We are informed by Coroner Gould
that only three bodies have thus far been recovered.
To

ladies—A

capital thing.—We
Lothrop, 88 Middle 6treet, (formerly E. Shaw A Co.) an article called the “Patent Anklet,” to be worn
around the ankle, over the top of the boot. It
is an excellent article—neat, comfortable, and
preservative of health.
saw

the

in the store of Win. W.

Removal.—The proprietors of the Commercial News Room are removing their papers
and stands to the corner room, second’story of
the Fox Block, entrance on Exchange street.

Reason—not subscribers enough tosustain the
great excuse of their present large and commodious room.
Seating.—The basin Is now in fine order
for skating, and yesterday hundreds availed
themselves of the

opportunity

to try

their

skates for the first time this season.

The

ladies
on

are

preparing for their winter carnivals

the ice.

Ovstebs.—Atwood,

305

Congress

street, has “Prince’s Bay,” “Delaware plant,”
Providence river” and “Virginia” oysters

Daily

Union

Raleigh

and

Vicinity.

Washington, Dec. 4.
Mr. Ilalc offered a resolution that the Naval
Committee inquire into the expediency of providing by law that appointments in the volunteer naval service be subnutted to the Senate
for confirmation. Agreed to.
Mr. Wright offered a resolution that the
Military committee be instructed to inquire
into the propriety of icporting a bill requiring
all soldiers hereafter discharged to be discharged within the limits of their own State.

of the Maine Artillery deTwenty-one
serted on the night of the 3oth, in a sailboat,
taking w ith them their muskets, cutlasses and
pistols. The dilQculty appears to have been
about their pay.
On tlie 20th about sixty citizens of Newbern left under a Hag of truce for the interior.
Petitions requesting Gov. Stanley to order
an election for the remainder of the term of
the present Congress are in geueral and active
circulation in Easton, X. C.
Dr. Hunt, assistant Surgeon of the27th regiment Massachusetts volunteers, was shot by
guerillas on the Jamestown road, near Washington, X. C., a few days since, llis two companions barely escaped the same fate, one of
them, however, living wounded. Dr. Hunt's
home is in West Boylstou, Mass., where he
leaves a wile and child. His body lias been
embalmed, and w ill be seut North by the first
steamer.
Later.—Raleigh papers received here indicate a strong feeling of disgust with this
bloody war, and a growing and prevalent desire (or honorable peace.
The village of Greenville, on the Tar river,
has been taken possession of by our forces.

Mr. Ten

Thompson

announced the death of Mr.
of New Jersey, and ottered the

Eyck

Busleed
Burnside
Phillips
MercanDrafting in Boston on Monday
tile Library Association—Modem Improvements—Napoleonic willow—Revenue.
Boston, Dec. 3d, 1862.
To the Editors of the Daily Press:
Ofcpper currency has obviously drelined,

Anthony

columns this

morning

it will be

that two cent stamps must be alfixed to all
sight drafts over >20 offered at any
bank in this city on and alter Monday next.

»-No business was transacted in the U.
S. District Court yesterday. The Court opens
at 11 o’clock to-day, at which time the docket

Rumored Capture of

a

forty

proposed to publish. Lieut. Plummer was
formerly connected with the Aroostook Pioneer.

tr The London papers

which have been
abusive of the American government,
the most in sympathy with the south, the loudest to denounce the war, am^foremost to premost

dict its total failure, such

ample,

are now

the most

the

Times, for exdenunciatory of the
as

removal of McClellan, and the most forward
forward to regard it as the crowning disgrace
of the government. Such developments are
calculated to deepen the conviction of loyal
men that the removal was mude none too soon.

w-

It seems to

us

the conductor of the

Ilome Journal at Gardiner is needlessly sensitive in relation to Gen. McClellan—so sensi*
tive that he flares
up at a mere pleasantly.
e have no doubt Gen. McClellan smiled
himself at the boquet rndtto of his

lady friend,

which referred to his “slowness to
anger,” and
his being “greater than he who taketh a

city.”

As Gen. McClellan had taken no
cities, we
think the motto in
exceeding bad taste, and
for the very reason that it would
suggest what
was not intended!

this,

which

cycle

hoped
the gold-

we

of

in the

the press to be “more than a common carrier
of news; it is the great public mind.” Phil-

lips speaks

next week.
Of course it will be
upon the last acts of the Administration.
The great wheel at Faueuil Hall will begin

revolve

again
Monday the 8th instant.—
Boston has been rather behindhand in furnishing nine months men for the war. It is not
to

on

pleasant to

think of

conscription within a mile
House; within cannon-shot of
Bunker Hill. Probably the drafting commissioner will go through the force of giving the
wheel a twirl, taking out a single name, and
announcing that enlistments can go on till the
next day. Nearly five hundred more are to
go from this city.
There has been a good deal of trouble of
late in the Mercantile Library Association of

HEADQUAKTKB8 IN THE FlEIJJ, )
Abherville, Miss., December. 3. )
ifaj. Gen. llalleek. General-in-Chief.
The dtiemy deserted their fortitlcatioiis yesNear

To

Boston.

the

made to

any troubre at all.

What a maguifleent thing modern improvement of all old places is! If you wish to see

finely exemplified, w alk into the old graveyard, on Charter and null streets, and view
the ofleets of the labors of the improver* of
to-day. The old burying ground, which, with
its narrow, crooked paths, was one of the sole
relics of the Trimountaiu times, has been dug
and spuded, and untwisted, till the straightenthis

Treasury.

New Youk, Dec. 4.
At a meeting of the Chamber of Commerce
to-day. a letter was read from Secretary
Welles stating that an additional force will he
sent in search of the Alabama as soon as practicable. There is no authority for granting
commissions to private vessels to search for
the Alabama or other piratical vessels or privateers.
The chamber adopted a resolution
asking the government to send several war
vessels to cruise on the eastern coast of South

ed lines of humble slate head-stones look like

America.

present generation ?

the

rows

in a

NO. 102 MIDDLE STREET,

Piano-Fortes,

vegetable garden.

they ashamed ot the lack of
evinced by the men of 1033?

Banks

expedition.

Among

Why

person desirous of obtaining & superior l’iano for
a very little money, should call ana examine those
instruments, as they must and will be sold.
Their agent will take great pleasure in showing the
beauties of these instruments to any and all who
may favor him w if h a call.
S3P~ Recollect this is a rare chance, and for a few
E. II. OSBORN,
days only.
Agent for the Manufacturers.
Even* Piano sold with the written guarantee of
the Makers.
Uec3 dtf

STATE

have been this: the

I

imagine the
old paths were

reason

not

by the

ofl-used

phrase,

“Skirts

In the

of the

illow which

them were the

a

thrifty

w

was

with the sea-mists of the island, rustled in the
wind of St. Helena, during the Emperor’s exile.

There is something profoundly catholic in this
diffusion of historical trees, and one cannot

CHARTERS,
Adjutant General’* Orrica, I
Augusta, Nov. 29, 1802.
J

GENERAL ORDER NO. 61
COMPANY of Cavalry will be enlisted in thia
Stall-, to serve for three vears, or during the war
unless sooner discharged, to be attached to a Cavalry
Regiment now being raised in the New England
State*, and iutoudeu for the expedition under Gen.

A

Ranks.
of $45 will be paid before the
State
company leaves the State. to each man who shall enlist
therein during the month of December next, and
Government Rouuty of $100 will be paid each at the
expiration of the period ol his enlistment, or, in case
of Ills death, to hfs
or heirs at law.
If, from any cause, a tlull company shall fail of being raised, the men will bo attached to the Maine
Cavalry Regiment, or to the Maine Batteries of
Mounted Artillerv. at their option.
Enlistments will be made in the eastern section of
the State
Henry W. Farrar. Bangor; in the central by F. A. Jletcalf, Dam&riscotta; and in the western by John L. Meservc, Portland.
By orderof the Commnnder-in-Chief.
JOHN L. ilODSDON, Adj’t General.
doc4 dfcwlw25

San Francisco, Dec. 3.

j

They probably wished

the bricks

mementoes

to reserve

PERSON who has

BAILEY &
S6 & 58-

price, and
DOUBLE

1

a

a

Cut Meats—dull.
Bacon—more active and
at

it to another time.

5$.
Lard—more active and firmer; sales 6100 barrels at

9 (a, 10.

Whiskey—firm; sales 700 bbls at 39.
Sugars—$c higher; New Orleans 104 @10$;

I

1000
hhds Muscovado part at 9$ for fair renued and tho
remainder on private terms.
Coffee—firm and quiet; sales 30 mats of Java at 36.
Molasses—dull; sales by auction 200 bbls New Orleans tart and reboiled at 25 « 31 2i; Muscov ml a 26 ^
@
55.
Freights to Liverpool—drooping; cotton nominal;
flour Is 9U u 2s; grain 7$ ^ 8d in bulk and ship's

bags.

Wool—quiet

and

unchanged.

THE

KSKKA1T,

.ml

MAMrr*rTrBi*.
IMPORTER
and la couarmutly manulactunrir

baa ou hind,
frum the beat

BOOHS,

family

a

56, SS
F. W.

«Sr

Noyes,

j

R0LLINS& BOND

ALSO—

HAVl MEW RKCEIYIWQ

New and Desirable Styles ot

Cloths,

TO LET.
Easterly Tenement of the House on Spring
Street, known aa the Rolfr House.
Enquire of

THE
Oct. 27 —dtf

FURNISHING

Price* to suit the Ti*:.c* !

Cooper's Shop to Let.
Commercial Street, head of Hobson’s Wharf.
Inquire of J. II. ILAMLEN.
Office on Hobson’s Wharf.
sep4tf

ty Call la be lore purchaaing elaeudKre, and M*
jor jrouraell !

95 BIDDLE STREET.
acVdtf

To Let.

NAIVE

THE

OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
dtf
No. 27 Exchange St.

Soldiers’ Relief Association,
No.

To Lcl.

Opposite

Maine

sell tf

Have
est aud

on

hand, and

daily receiving the

are
MOST DEfMKABLK STYLES

“Antietam !’*
DE

SKATE, (Patented.)
especially

SK VTIM«
NEW

(■HAS.

DAY, Jr.,

JFLIrLIS*,
novl92wedis

lift Middle St.

BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS.

CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS,
Fancy Doeskins and Cassiincres.
A

SURGEON ft MECHANICAL

Styles of

READY-MADE

Copartnership.

copartnership which

NOTICE.

has existed between the

ofE. SHAW A CO.,
THE
subscnliers,under the
mutual consent.
dissolved
the 27th ultimo,
name

by

on

was

EATON
WM. W.

CLOTHING,

day
l'artner iu the firm of Kik« k Butlkh.
CYRUS
The business of the lirm will be conducted
T1IURLOW is this

SIIAW.
LOTHKOP.

Gentlemen’s

Furnishing Goods,

which we will sell at prices to suit the times.
Portland, Nov. 19, 1SG2.
dtf

FURS!!

FURS!!!

SHI Eaton Shaw’s
’

Partner, having purchased

No. 105 Commercial Hi., Portltind, Me.

No. 88 Middle Street,

BOOTS,

stand,
Portland, Nov. 7th, ISes.

PRICES.

Fitch and

River Sable

Furs,

FOB SALE AT SHAW'S.
Furs exchanged,

altered

and

repaired.

«0

found at LOW'
The patronage of former customers and
generally is respectfully solicited.
qualities,

best

be

inav

LOOK!!

LOOK!

R UB B E R S,
of the

FOR SALE AT

the public
Manukacturimw and Repairing to order.

W. W. LOTHROP.

A. S. KING,
A HITLER,
C »ECS TUCRLOW.

uov8 u4vv

SHOES,

-ANT>-

Fine American Sable Furs!

equal
under

KING, BUTLER & THURLOW,

interest in the Shoe Store at

will continue the business as usual at the old
where a large assortment of

admitted

the drm style of

-AND-

The Junior

88 MIDDLE STREET,

As usual,keeps constantly supplied with fresh
and fashionable BOOTS and SHOES, in ovary variety and style for re n tie men's and ladies wafer, and iuvite all his old customer#
and the public gent rally to give them a call whenev’*
er they desire to replenish their “understanding*
W.\V. L. is agent for the Leavitt and Wiieox
k Gibbs SEWING-MACHINES. aog5~«ind

canite base.
Sind A woe

Dissolution or

W. LOT II HO P,
(Formerly E. Shaw & Co.)

No.

Clapp’s Block, Congrtu Stmt,

01*1*. OLD CITY HAUL,-PORTLAND, ME.
Artificial Teeth inserted ou Gold, Silver and Vul-

FULL STOCK Or THE

Latest

W.

®Hdentist,
Id. 8

CAP !

LOT—Jl’ST OCT

Opposite Post Office.

Support—-and they
nov26 8w

JOINYILLE,
—AND—

Skate*are intended to cover deficiencies
of skates heretofore made, and
in Ladies’ and <ients’ Skak***. with the Patent Ankle supto
be
seen
and
to
which
need
tried
insure
ports,
only
for them a ready sale.” Thev are made from the best
materials, latest styles, aud of superior workmanship. Any person can learu to skate well in les than
ouc-fourth of the time, by using the Pateu\ Ankle
ar<- especially useful for thoeo
having weak ankfes. For sale by

lat-

of

State Agent, \Tat king ton. D. C.

Sometliing 1ST ew!

BROWN,
Custom House,

tddrewed

J. W. HATHA Wat

pied

DR. C. II. OSGOOD.

the

itragl.

Commanica'ion, to be

nov25 4wd&w23

At 1312 Middle Street,

VU

AG

-in-

The larje House on the corner of Middle and Willow Street*, recently occuby Mrs. C. A. Richards a* a boarding house. Possession given immediately. For particulars enquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR

oc2o tf

GOODS,

Which they offer at

ANDERSON.

S. J

commodious Chamber in the northerly ©orner of the new brick block, corner of Lime and
Milk Streets, directly facing the market. Rent ow.
Enquire at office or

JAMES XOYES.

GARDINER A

dotliing,

-AND-

THESE

BOOK PUBLISHERS,
A 6S Exchange St„ Portland.

BAILEY.

-AT-

No. 05.Middle Street*

uov4eodtf

THE HIONDIX

ltailey

NVAV 1ALL GOODS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.

Land, ono on Spring and one on
Either would be exchanged for a

-ABD-

Papers.

retuonall* imu.

the moit

on

nov21

good Dwelling House.
For particulars please appiv at 127 Middle Street,
Portland.
N. I. MITCHELL.

STATIONERY,

Room

-OOJ1SISTIHO or-

CAPES, COLLARS, MUFFS, CLOAKS,
WRAPPERS, COATS, ROBES, &c.,*e.,
»t# Call before purchasing elsewhere.
No* 120 Middle Street*

Grocer.

—

All the Lateit Styles of
PUR
QOODS,

all of which will be told

TI1E HOUSE on the corner of Prosj»ect and Casco streets—the basement
finished for a Store. A good stand for
Two Lots of
Spruce street.

—

NO. 120 MIDDLE 8THEET,

Fop Sale.

Portland,

HESTER the Bride of tb. I.land,.

j by Sylvester
30

|

LOOK!!!
A

PoMi

B. Beckett.

real,

emek

or

faar for

|I.

DRESSER'S, 99 Exchange Street.
Above the Boat Offloe.
27—dlw#
AT

nov

nov!7 d8w

JOHN W. PEKKINS A CO,
WHOLESALE

nov27 4wedis

DEALERS

IS

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

TEATON A HALE,

Commission
—

in

Photographic- Goods

A Clic-inic-nls.

stock in this department is complete,
prising every article used in the art.
MORRISON A CO.,

com-

26, Market Square.

DRUGS. DTI STUFFS, GLASS WAR1.

Merchants,

SHIP BROKERS, CHANDLERS
AND DEALERS IN

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, &c.,

—

Ship and Cabin Stores,

86 Commercial Street,

Jul29d&wly

Thomas Block,

Pleal Estate,
IMVESTMEIVTS

!

nov27 dtf

Shirts, Shirts.

Portland, Me.
YEATON,

JOSEPH

PATTERNS !

HALE.

\* Particular attention paid to procuring Freight»,
and purchasing Cargoes and Charters for veasels.
d&w6m7
August 2. 1 S*5li.

For Ladies, Gentlemen and
G. L# HAILEY, 42
nov2D eodtf

& Commission

Merchants,

NO. 24 RIVER STREET,
FURBISH.

FRAN KLIN CARTER.

Keferences—J. B. Brown k Son,
W. W. Thomas,
A. K. Shurtleff,
S.J. Smith,

and

a

mt-a*ure

81*

and good cu*toui work, at the very lowe*t prices.

DR. PERRY
returned from the Army, again tender*
his professional services to the people of Portland and vicinity.
His experience—while absent—in PRACTICAL
SURGERY, warrants him in calling attention to
this branch.
Residence and Oflico—71 Fhkk Street.
nov 27 dtf

HAVING

MRS. A. MOFFOTT’S,

No.

tiT

Market Kciu»r«i,

Ordrr, rv-iwitullv »..licited by Mr,. MoiUt. wbo
will pa, pereoi .l ati.utloa totheMunr. ,ul2. <.dtf

Tru««e« ! Trusses ! Trusses 1

Portland.

NOTICE.

44
44

W. J. Emmet, New York.
Harris, Ueyl k Co., Philadelphia.

dec2 dfcw3w24

THICOIGII TICKETS
SEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA. BALTIMOKE and WASHINGTON, ami to all parts of
the WEST ami SOUTH ami NORTH WEST, via all
the most popular routes ami at tin* lowest Boston
W. D% LITTLE, Agent.
rates, for sab* by
I
Oat. 2.
dtf
Office 81 Exchange St.

TO

Exchange

GENTLEMEN.

perfect fitting *hirt, plena#
you want cheap
for Mr*. A. MOfFOTf'* celeBoys. IFleave
your
brated Oval Yoked Shirts, made from the Lest cloths,
VST" Remember the place.

CLIXTOX I t ltlUMI & C O.,

Forwarding

20 HOUSES, at price* from $1000 to $5000.
100 HOUSE LO'i S, at pricea from $200 to $3000.
2.000. 000 feet of FLATS.
1.000. 000 fret of LAND.
2 STOKE LOT'S oil Commercial Street.

Long Wh’f,

Corner Commercial St. and

JOHN

GREAT CHANCE FOR BARGAINS BEFORE TIB BISBI

MOSES GOULD, T4 Middle St.,
Up STAina.

PORTLAND. ME.

MOULTON'S BLOCK,

CLINTON

Newcastle, at PamarUcotta Mills,
SALE,
about eighty M good seasoned Fine Hoaids; lots
of Shingles, Laths, Ac.; Timber for a small house
frame; a quantity of White Oak Hoards and Flank,
been kept under cover about eight mouths.
Any one wanting to bu\ can call ou
JAMES MLLIGAN.
novlO dtf
On the premises.

Ol-K

Mune

eod k w3w22

CEORWi; a. SI

spacious

Sept. 15. 19fl2.

CHICAGO.

June24dtfwSt

nov 18

STORE in Codman Block, next to
E. A. Marrott’s, or if desired one half of the
same, to be dmphed off to the satisfaction of the occupant. Also the whole third floor of the Codman
Block, with office* on *econd floor.
AI*o two small Storeson Temple street, next above
the Codman Block. Rent low. Enquire of
Oct. 27.—dtf
S. J. ANDERSON. 54 Free St.

Have one of the largest stocks of Stationery in the
State, bought for CASH OSL Y, and much of it before it advanced in price. Any one wishing to purchase in Quantities, or for their private use, will hud
prompt attention aud good bargains in

Moxik.

NOTICE.

FOR

BbU., and Kits of

***—*—————————arr

dtf

STREET

EXCHANGE

Prime 1160®

firmer; dressed hogs firm

(garter

DANA A CO.

2d, and continue eleven weeks.
information appiv to E. 8. llorr, Prineipai.or
novl9 dA»2w22
JAMES BATES. Secretary.

NOYES,

a

Fork—firmer; Mess 1325 @ 13 37;

air and

THE
For

use

a

at once, for It has already ndvanend in
will undouhtedlv in six months COST
what it now does.

a

lleef—dull.

1ACKEKEL.
llWWk BBLS. No. 1.
;oo BMk. No. 2.

lUlBj

—ALSO—

ON

occasion to
quanEVERT
tities of Stationery should purchase
year’s sup-

ply

How very skillfully the revenue tax is arranged. The simple revenue from the tele-

! graph and express offices in this city since
New York Market.
! Monday last is double the amount estimated.
New Yohk, Pee. 4.
! And yet this money comes from those who
Cotton—1cm active but unchanged; sales 400 bales
at 67$ @ 68 for middling uplands.
hardly know the difference between the
Flour—receipts 14.649 barrels; State ami Western
amount in the cash-box on Saturday last and
10 (ailoc higher ; Supertiue State 6 85
6 00; Extra
do 6 00 (rij 0 20; Hound Hoop Ohio 6 80
today. Those who complain of the law are, in
® 6 90; Superfine Western 585 ® 6 00; Extra do 6 15'm 6 60; Southmost cases, those who will not be obliged to
ern firmer; mixed to good 0 76
7 00; Extra 7 10@
9 00; Canada 10 @ 15c higher; Extra 0 16 ® 8 2d.
pay a single cent to the government. Just as
Wheat—2 @ 3c higher; Chicago spring 1 20
1 27;
in England, "those who prate most largely
Milwaukee club 1 24 a 1 34; Amber Iowa 1 35
1 38;
Winter Red Western 14"® 143: Michigan Amber
against the income tax are those who don’t
144® 148; White Oeuessee 150; Winter Atnbor
Slate 1 46 aj 148; Spring do 1 88 @ 1 40; Extra Choice
own a halfpenny when night comes.”
White Kentucky 178.
I wanted to speak of the “New' Aquarial
Corn—lc higher; Mixed Western 74$ ® 75 for shipping, and 62 aj 73 for unsound White Western.
and of Booth, but shall have to defer
Gardens,”
Oats—active and firmer at 624
68.
@

DANA A CO.

p«d k w3w22

near

er-in-chief?
as

BOv 18

North Yarmouth Academy,
YARMOUTH, ME.
Winter Term will conimrnen on
Tucday,
Dec.

LETTER PAPER AND

SHAW’S, 136 MIDDLE STREET.

the elm under which
Washington first drew his sword as Command-

uhds.titkks island, trap.
LIVERPOOL.

IUjUUU ONI and

THE

by

Envelopes.

01^

salt!
1 fl ruin

NORTH BRIDGTON. ME.
Winter Term will commence on
Tuesday,
Dec. 2d, 1862, and continue eleven weeks.
1'. E. HILTON', A. M., Principal.
T. 11. MEAD, Secretary.
North Bridgton, Nov. 4,1862.
uov» cod* wtdec4

Bounty

family

,

°AXA 4 CO*

wSw£2

n,vla eod k

TO LET.
HEAD

commenced to write about the rage for modern improvements, let me quote from a
plac-

the old mansion

DRY FISH.

AT

Nov. 22.

FURS!

Can you realize that they thus talk to-day of

by

nle

5000 lock. HAfiEud uat/oock

A

help ga -.ing at a tree like this with more than
ordinary interest. This is ow ing to the fact
that, to their interest as relics, as remembrancers,is added life. Some time shall wish to speak
of the old elm on the Common, but now, as I

lately posted in Cambridge: “For sale. The
wood and timber of the old house near the
Common, reserving the brieks and iron, Ac.’

day,

WILLIAM L WILSON,
Portland Nor 8. lsts.
373Conartee Street.
Bovf odlw&eodtf

IYoum* for Sale.

ard

from California.
Markets dull.
The President’s Message is published in
San Francisco and Sacramento papers to-day.
It was telegraphed from Chicago in eight
hours.

there is

out and

close with

TWO story wooden house, nearly new, in good
repair, and well arranged for two famf'ie* with I
land enough fur two more honses, will lx* solo at a
bargain. A large part of the purchase money cau
remain on mortgage, if desired.
BREED & TUK.EY, 60 Union Street.

ALSO,

yard

brought from the
former grave of the Kmpcror Na|ioleon. The
dry leaves rustle to-day on its waving branches, just as the leaves of the parent tree, damp
young

Curtin of Pennsylvania, Mayor Opdyke, Gen.
Strong. Col. Prank E. Howe. Hon. liufus Andrew, Gen. P. A. Wetmorc, Major Gen. Auger,
Commodores Vanderbilt and Van Brunt, and
others, who accompanied the ting ship to
quarantine, where Gen. Banks embarked on
board the flag ship North Star amid the blessings and heartfelt greetings of his enthusiastic
friends. The weather is line, and the expedition sails under the most favorable auspices.
Gen. Andrews and staff remain here, and will
sail next week with the remaining regiments
of the expedition.

the Pardon of the Con-

corner

Vermont Butter,
this
and for

received

atock.

wide enough for female fashions in 1802, and,
accepting this us the solution, we see at once
what is meant

Butter^

IBS OP THOSE CHOICE
DAILIES

40(H)

FOR SALE & TO LE I

to

quite

Choice Vermont

Bridgton Anidcmj,

MAINE.

OF

,^^_WOOI>MAN.|TRlE 4 CO,

HALL,

on

will

course

imm«-.Uat.-|y.

MERCHANDISE.

OF

_EDUCATIONAL.

order and ta«te

Or was there
other cause which served to render the
old landmarks and old wayc distasteful to the

Illinois, Northern Light, and several smaller
craft, and several New England regiments, together with a number of New York batteries.
M;gor Gen. Banks commanding was escorted
down the bay this evening by a distinguished
party of citizens of New York, including Gov.

Court Martial of Gen. Kitz John Porter.

praises. Any

own

0cK'tl

Manager*—J. H. Barberick, W. II. PhiiliDS
J
P
B. Rack left, t\ J. Harris.
Tickets for the Course-$3.50;
76
Single
pickets,
cents—for sale by the Mauager*.
Music by Chandlbk’* guA duii.le Band.
Dancing to commeucc at 8 o'clock.
nor24

whose established reputation of thirty years renders
the superiority of their i’iauos familiar as “household

some

New York, Doe. 4.
Several steamers with numerous regiments
left this port to-ilay as a portion of Gen.

Reparation for Damages.

of

4* BRADBURY,.NEW YORK.

of modern civilization.

The Costa Rica Commission.

sale for

choice assortment of

words.”
These instruments sing their

Wanted

A O-rancl Ball!

exhibition and for
ONLY, in the Store

manufactory

The

DAVIS.

4

25 GOOD COAT MAKERS.
Inquire at

fourth Assembly will be on CHRIST’MAS
on which
occasion there will be
extra
dances.
The fifth will be on *VA' IT YEAR’S ELE
with extra dances, to dance the old vear
iu.

"“OWS

Union Wharf, Portland

H

"

The
El E,

ear

blNo.

ll«»ffshead lloops.

_

Tuesday Evening, December 2d.

the New \

P"d

and Whlto
W KUiFnolZ ¥*V°i? 8ed °*k’A,h
f"r whi“* •“*
*p’* the hi^hJ.
price1.2wiilMd'*'
JOU‘N t.Vnch 4 CO..
novn
13 7w
3yr_Coimncrciai Street.

ASSEMBLIES
commencing

A RARE CHANCE!

Direct from the

P

dec!

LANCASTER

AT

Battcryni»rch Street.

Pianos, Pianos !

in the

world could not this one poor spot, hallowed
in the seventeenth century, have been kept
out of the hands of the modernists?
Were

Tlie Post's Washington dispatch says Secretary Chase’s re|>ort goe9 North by the evening
mail to-day. His estimates of the public debt
is that it will exceed one thousand and fifty
millions on the first of July next.

FROM WASHINGTON.

ac-

along quietly. Somehow or other the
M. L. Association in Portland never gets into

Search for the Alabama.

of the

on

ard, and at the door.
Door* open at 7 o’clock.

d#l.

Wanted.

D0V19 2w

WILL Q1V* A COCKS*

Portland by EMERY A WATERHOUSE.

Will be on
a FEW DAYS

ortland. Nov. 29. 1*8.

one or

PART I.
Pickwick’s Dilemma. FHckama
Hamlet, Act. 1, Sect. 6th.ShcJ:*TH>rxrt>
Trial Scene—“Bardeil rs. Pickwick./sickens
PART II.
Les Miserable*.Victor
Hugo
Auger and Obstinacy.Mhcridan.
Father Phil’s Subscription List.SaM'l Lci\r.

lloBton.

move

will be continued to-morrow but the roads are
impassable to get up supplies for a longer continuance of it.
Gen. Sherman is crossing at Myatt.
U. S. Guant, Maj. Gen.

Secretary

friends,

of his

He did so; and we hope, for the sake of the
usefulness of the Society, that it will now

night. To-day pursuit
Oxford,
and coming on the enemy, skirmishing took
about
two
and
place, lasting
hours,
resulting
in the capture of sixty rebels. The pursuit

the

couple

count of official mismanagement. Last evening he was requested, by a very unanimous
vote, to resign his office “within live minutes.’

river, however, and occupied the place last

Eeport of

Some fault has been found with the

President and a

terday. destroying all their stores that they
could not carry off. Tin- weather i* bad and
the streams somewhat swollen, making it diffiswam

.corner of

I

Potatoo.,
2000 BA#R®I-S\ni*f»bl*for
both head., for which the 1. inwith
hilt
be**

Pr«|ramat.

LX si*

—

—

Washington, Dec. 4.
headquarters

cavalry

MilkSthkh^.

LI GETE

make-weight for the time being,’’ A.c. Ac.
But this morning there is great confidence expressed everywhere that the “World.” for the
thousandth time, is mistaken, and that “the
source not likely to be deceived,” was sold by
somebody. But we shall see.
Bustced gave a splendid lecture at Tremont
Temple last night. It was a production relished highly by those who admire quiet dissertation instead of spread eagle splurge. Ilis
subject was “Knowledge'! where does it come
from, and what is it good for?” He deemed

The following was received at
of the army here:

was

BY

TS:lippss

The Friends of Temperance

FAIRBANKS & BROWN,
118

that one feels pretty sure that the checks of
the present issue must soon become one of the
things of the past, and each tradesman seems

future centuries

of

Evening, December 3th,
AT MECHANICS’ W*T-Tr

a

—

a

hoarding up the few he can get hold olj
curiosities to hand down to his children.—

course

On Friday

complete variety of
WEIGHING APPARATUS,

State House said, “we told you so, they are
making way for ‘J. C. F.,' Burnside was only a

Retreat of the Rebels and Destination of
Stores.

our

With

vice, they resemble in appearance a piece of
parchment soaked in acid; they are yellowish
brown, crumpled and torn at the edges. So

of the State

Some of

Beams, W eights, &c.,&c.

now

in ceratin quarters, because of the ru“World,'’ that Burnside had been
dismissed. Men in the basement of the Old

From the Army of the West.

That

where many of our troops are stationed. Lt.
Warren C. Plummer, of the 15th Maine Regiment is to be editor of the paper which it is

change

BKIOdS,
commence *

Single Tickets, 25 cents.
Tickets for Course of Five Readings, $1.00—to be
obtained of Bailey k Noyes, Hall L. Davis, 11. Pack-

SCALES!

Sold in

mor

night.

cult to cross.

BUTCHERS'. GROGERS', DRUGGISTS’, CONFECTIONERS’ and GOLD

a

ment

being

We also learn from a reliable source that
the channel through the stone blockade at
Charleston is temporarily obstructed by the
use of railroad iron, so that the rebels can
readily remove it for their own use.

rebels taken

cr- The Bangor Whig learns that is proposed to start a printing office at Pensacola,

all make even

en age, will be
termed the age of postage
stamps and cobweb checks.
Last night there was considerable excite-

£its

to-morrow, when the report
of tlie Secretary of tlie Treasury will be sent.

Washington, Deo. 4.
The Chevallar Berlenatti, Umpire of the
joint commission for the adjudication of the
claims against Costa Rica to-day, notified the
Secretary of the commission as follows: I will
receive no observation, either verbal, printed
or written, from either
party interested alter
the 15th of this month.
The President seut a brief message to the
House to-day, which was referred to the committee on Foreign Affairs, relative to the collision of the war steamer San Jacinto with the
brig Jules et Marie off the coast of Cuba in
November last. He recommends an appropriation of $11,500 for reparation of damages
to the latter, through neglect on the part of
the officers of the San Jacinto, In accordance
with the verdict of a naval commission composed of officers of this country, France and
Italy, and the United States consul at Havana
and the consul of France.
The fact is elicited from the Surgeon General's bureau that there is no such office as
Surgeon artist known to the army and navy.
The title has been unwantonly assumed.
The report of the Secretary of the Treasury
will be sent to Congress to-morrow noou.—
Every precaution has been taken to guard
against the premature disclosure of its contents.
The court martial in the case of Maj. Gen.
Fitz John Porter was in session again to-day,
Maj. Gen. John Pope being the witness under
examination. The substance of his testimony
was that it was his Ann conviction if
Maj.
Gen. Porter had oileyed his orders promptly he
could have entirely defeated, if not captured
Jackson’s army.
Senator Wilkinson of Minn., to-day presented an earnest but respectfbl protest to the
President against the pardon or reprieve of the
condemned Indians in that State.
After
reading this paper to the President. Messrs.
and
Wiusom
Aldrich being present and heartily endorsing his protest, decided to join therein with Senator Wilkinson, thus making the
unanimous action of the entire republican
delegation in Congress from that State.

we

can

should be called the second

The steamboat New York, with a flag of
truce, left this afternoon for City Point with
100 rebel prisoners.
A storm commenced here this morning.
We learn front those who have had an opportunity of seeing for themselves that Petersburg, and along the route between there and
Rielunond, is being fortified by digging rifle
and throwing up strong earthworks.
arge forces are at work upon them day and

demned Indians.
30,000.”—The
thirty thousand
piisoners at the light at Black
Water, as telegraphed to the evening papers
Wednesday, turns out as we expected—it was
30! The manuscript, as put into the hands of
the Boston operator, read “30 odd,” and he
telegraphed it 30,000, and repeated it upon being asked if the number was correct.

—

as

If ay. Coal and Railroad Beales I

oc2o

as

and

principle, thoroughlg made,
materials, and are perfectly accurateand
operation.

city, probably is the texture of the pal>er of which the 10 and 23 cent chocks are
made. The checks are made on such flimsy
paper that, after passing through a week’s ser-

FoitmEss Mojtboe, Dec. 3.
The steamboat City of Iludsou took tire
this morning soon after her arrival from Norfolk, but was extinguished with slight damage.
It is rumored that a rccomioitering party
from Sullblk, in command of Col. Spear’s lltli
Penn, cavalry, had a skirmish at Black Water

yesterday, capturing a rebel battery
prisoners without the loss of a man.

correct in

in this

Rebel Bat-

and the Richmond Route
Fortified.

Of the host
durable in

The reason that we are
all conlined to the use of postage stamps, instead of postal currency, for making change

tery.

Petersburg

are

stamp in exchange.

In

adopted.
Adjourned till

against

—

to be

hemlock leather.
Mr. Aldrich of Minn., introduced a bill to
grant the proceeds of the sales of public lands
to aid the construction of the Northern &
Pacific Railroad. Referred to the select committee on that subject.
Mr. Wleklitfe of Ky., offered a resolution
that the Committee on the Judiciary inquire
and report under what law there ha» been appointed a Military Governor for the District of
Columbia; what power does he possess,and
under what law is it derived; what is his salary, and under what appropriation; what is tlie
entire annual expenses of said governor, ineluding all sums paid for guard houses, house
rent, etc.; whether said officer has interfered
w ith or obstructed the administration of
justice hy civil or judicial tribunals, and report
tlie facts of such obstructions.
Mr. Wiekliffc moved the previous question,
which was not seconded—32 against 62.
After some conversation, Mr. Riddle of Pa.,
offered an amendment, wiiich Mr. Wiekliffc
accepted, also inquiring under what authority
the Military Governor extended his power to
Pennsylvania or any other State.
Mr. Riddle moved tlie previous question.
Mr. Oliver moved to lay the resolution on
the table. Carried—81 against 46.
Mr. Ashley said that some of his private letters to the Surveyor General of Colorado, in
connection with letters of appointment, had
lieen published ill connection with newspaper
comments, charging him with swindling and
defrauding tlie government. He offered a resolution for the appointment of a select committee to investigate the charges and inquire
into the whole subject.
After some debate Mr. Ashley withdrew the
resolution to modify it so as to meet tlie objections as to its phraseology.
A resolution was adopted instructing the
Committee on Military Affairs to inquire into
and report as to the better care of the sick
and wounded soldiers.
Mr. Hutchins offered a resolution instructing the Committee on Military Affairs to inquire and report ns to the propriety of dispensing with the West Point Military Academy, and instead thereof aiding in the endowment of military schools in several States.—
The resolution was adopted—78 against 411.
Mr. Aliltich introduced a Mil to reduce ttie
rates of the congressional mileage. Referred
to the Committee on Mileage.
Mr. Rrown of Va.,offered a resolution.which
was tabled, instructing the Military Committee to inquire into the expediency of making
appropriations to aid the Ualtimore <ic Ohio
Railroad, and for rebuilding tlie bridges destroyed by the rebels.
A resolution was adopted instructing the
Committee on tlie conduct of the war to inquire into the condition of the convalescent
camps at Alexandria, with the view of correcting the alleged abuses.
On motion of Mr. Wright, a resolution was
adopted that the members lie allowed tlie same
pay for newspapers and stationery as heretofore allowed for a short session.
Mr. Steveus submitted resolutions which, on
his motion were postponed to Tuesday week,
declaring that the Union must be and remain
one aud undivided forever, and denouncing as
guilty of high crime any one in the executive
or legislative departments who shall propose
or advise tlie acceptance of peace oil any other
basis than the iutegiity and entire unity of tlie
United States as they existed at the time the
rebellion commenced.
Mr. Ashley introduced his resolutions.
Resolutions were received Iroin the Senate
announcing the death of Senator Thompson.
Messrs. Nixon, Steele and Perry delivered
eulogies. The usual resolutions of respect

They

red stamp, instead of having to wait
to receive an old, dull cent, or a dingy blue
W’itli

FROM FORTRESS MONROE.

Mr. Van Wyck of X. Y., gave notice that he
should introduce a bill to reduce tbe tax on

Protest

called.

wortls,

other

HOUSE.

noticed

checks and

—

since the Journal and some other dailies have
risen in price to a postage stamp each. In

Sailing of Gen. Banks Expedition.

Bank Notice.—By the advertisement in

—

„MC-}fon2u*

L.
will
AXD

DRAMATIC READ.
“>><icr the auspices of the
'-young Men's I
tbnstiau Association,” in this city,
„„

These celebrated Scales arc still made bv the original iuventors. (ani> only by them,) and are constantly receiving all the improvements which their
long experience and skill can suggest.

—

day, closed the Penobscot River at this place.
There are twelve vessels loaded with lumber
and potatoes remaining here.
They may get
out if there is a relaxation in the
weather,
which is not at present probable.

customary resolutions.

Messrs. Latham, Field, Rice anti
also delivered brief eulogies.
Adjourned.

Checks

n.

" anted.

_

|

of the Press.

letter from Boston.

PROF.

0K ,P?E??J5

SCALES.

For sale, in every variety,

Regular correspondence

Closing of the Penobscot River by lee.
Baxgor, Dec. 4.
The cold weather of last night and yester-

surrender.

Stanclar cL

80
84
40
91
52
75

preferred. 92
Central.103
Pacific Mail,. 124
American Cold.1324
Missouri 6’s.33]
Tennessee 6‘s.554
United States demand notes. 12*
United States 6’s 1881 coupons. .1044

men

select committee of three of the Senate aud
five of the House. Laid over.
Mr. Clark offered a joint resolution, approving the |«)licy of the President of setting the
slaves free in insurrectionary districts. Ordered to be printed.
Mr. Hale introduced a bill repealing the act
to establish and equalize the grades of line
officers in the army. Referred.
Mr. Sherman offered a resolution requesting
tlie President, if compatible with public interests, to communicate to the Senate all corres|«>ndence, telegrams, letters and reports concerning military operations of the army of the
Potomac, and all correspondence and letters,
telegrams and reports relating to the surrender
of Harper’s Kerry, and the testimony taken
before the investigating committee upon such

43]

ANTS.

=

yTmraTj^

FAIRBANKS’

814

New York

ment.

Adopted.
Mr. Pomroy offered a joint resolution referring so much of the President’s message as
relates to compensation lor emancipation, to a

871

1

| ENTERTAINMENTS.

821

Hudson.
Erie. 02j
Erie

XEWBERJf, X<
via Fortress Monroe
Yesterday was observed as Thanksgiving by
the troops and loyal citizens of this depart-

senate.

kinds.

•'will be

Feeling

in

XXXVII CONGRESS.—Second Session.

that will make the mouth of an epicure water.
He keeps constantly supplied with the best

our

Artillery.

Guerillas in North Carolina.

were

No.

Board—Stocks dull aud lower.
Chicago & Rock Island.
Cleveland A Toledo.
Ralena A Chieaxo.
Cleveland A Pittsburg.
Illinois Central scrip,'...
Micliigau Southern guaranteed,.
Michigan Southern.
Michigan Central,.
Harlem preferred.
Second

Desertion of Members of Maine

MISCELLANEOUS.

New York, Dec. 4.

_

Press.

I

Stock Market.

TO THE

Martha A.

that she had better return it.

FROM NEWBERN.

having from Five to Ten Hundred
Dollars to invest, may learn of an established
business, in which s large portion of the citirens of
Portland are interested, which will give constant employ ment and pay well, bv addressing
duel dtf
BUSINESS, Daily Press Office.

ANY

person

C>llt Frames.
PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of »ny
,i*e or stylo dttdred—laict pattern, and beat
workmanship- made to order by
MORRISON & CO., 26, Market Square

FIR

TH0S. G. LORING,
ApotHeo ar

y,

-AND-

PRACTICAL TRUSS FITTER.
Derote«

personal

attention to

the

TRUSSES to Adult* and Children.

applicatioB

of

SHOULDER BRACES and ELASTIC STOCK*
INtiS cou*tautlv on hand.
UoolS
gyThe l*oor liberally considered.

MISCELLANEOUS.

POE T R Y.
GONE.

Jewett,
her friends will see how peculiarly appropriate
were the sentiments, not only as to her character and voice j but also as to the season and
manner of her death: we give it with the

relating

Ashe*.

the age.

to

Another hand is beckoning us,
Another call is given;
And glows once more with angel steps,
The path which reaches Heaven.

|

with the

morothan twenty-five years has the well known

OF

WALTER

Amid the frosts of autumu time
us

For

FURNITURE HOUSE

Our (true) and gentle friend w hose smile
Made brighter summer hours,
Has lelt

flowers.

dwelling* of

the

lowly,

PUBLIC HOUSES,

THE

SHIPS,

MEECIIAST

Not of Maine only, but of other States, with articles
of Furniture suited to their various wants.

▲t the old

52 and

54 Exchange Street,

BY STEAM POWER,
he

furnish the

can

largest

assortment of

CUSTOM-MADE
Than

WORK,

be found Elsewhere in the State.

can

Purchasers for Cash may rest assured tfiat goods
bought at this house will be made perfectly satisiac*
tory lu price and quality.

The measure of a blessed hymn,
To which our hearts could move;
The breathing of an inward psalm,

At this establishment may be found an extensive as
•ortuient of Elegant and Plain Furniture, of the
most desirable styles, comprising lticii and
Medium Priced Drawing Boom, Parlor
and Chamber Furniture, of every description. 1 eat her lied* and Mattresses of all kinds. Common
Furniture. Chairs. Looking Cilasst*. &c.

A canticle of lot e.

We miss her in the place of prayer,
And by the hearth lire bright;
We pamo beside her door to hear
Once more her sweet “Oood night!”
There seems a shadow on the day,
Her smile no longer cheers;
A dimness on the stars of night,
Like eyes that look through tears.

The Best of Extension Tables, Ac.

Rosewood and Gilt Mirrors.
Spiral

Father’s will

One thought hath reconciled;
That He whose love exceedethours
Hath taken home his child.

Upholstery
N. B

Spring Beds,

&c.

Work Attended to

••

naaal.

SHIP FURNITURE made to order.
tf
October 1st, 1802.

Fold her, Oh Father! in thine arms,
And let her henceforth be
A messenger of love between
Oar human hearts and thee.

—

COAL

&

CHEAP

Still let her mild rebuking stand
Between us and the wrong;
And her dear memory serve to make
Oar faith in goodness strong.

WOOD,

FOR

CASH,

DELIVEBED To ANY 1‘ABT OK THE CITY.

Tbe well-beloved of ours.

JOBBERY,

Pure and Free Rnrnin*.

CUMBERLAND

Statement

COAL

FOE SMITHS’ USE.

CONDITION

Coals

strictly
warranted to give satisfaction.
THESE

IN SALEM, MASS.,
On the first day of November, being the date of its
exhibit next preceding Dec. 1, 18C2.
▲mount of Capital Stock.*667,748 48
Consisting of Notes and Statute Liabilities, 418,121 61

Ht Cash Assets, as follows, ns:
Investmenti in Mortgages,
*46,872 87
Bank Stock,
41 .IK6 (l8
Railroad Bonds and Stocks,
12.629 68
C. 8tates,btatc and City Bond!, 19,9ol 09
Loan* on collateral aild notes
receivable.
6.642 49
Beal Estate.
2 416 17
Cssh on hand,
6,687 49
Balances in lands of Agents,
IK<6 41
Interest earned and sundry assets, 2,906 £9 *188,626 87
*667,748 48

Neatly

ELECTROPATHIC INSTITUTE.
DR. II. J. BOYXTOW,

Electropathic Physician

Massachusetts

over

9150.000 00
989,761 19

Capital,

abritb.

RESIDENCE AND

□

as

9239,701

19

Liabilitie*.
Loues adjusted and due—None.
62.094 00
unadjusted,
7,80 00
reported and not doe,
69 994 00

ENSIt NH. KELLOLO, President

J. N. DUNHAM, Secretary.

Pittsfield, Nov. 1,1862.

Sworn to before me.
Sam lE. Howe. Jortice of the Peace.

Stores,Merchandize, Dwellings. Homehold Fnrnitnie,

tnd other good property, insured on fhvorable terms.
First Class Jnrt/linf/s in the city, or country vlllages, and Farm propertv taken for one, three or
Jive years, at LOWEsTHATES.

W. D. LITTLE, General
Office

Agent.

31 Exchange Street.

»

OFFICE

Where he will trest all classes of Diseases
by application 01 Electricity and the most

approved remedies.

Electricity
js’.ierts

RENDING

ade'phia

dyspepsia,

STDr. Boynton, having ftill instruction from Dr.
Colton for generating and admit inter in g t he Nitrnun Oxide, or Echi!rratiny fiat, is now readv to
administer this c*as to those wl o mav wish to inhale
it for the cureof Neuial^ia, Diseased
Lungs, fcc.
not29
w 7

CLEMS’

Invalid* !

SUMMER

CURE

——

Boots and. Shoes.

Hilton’s
Inaolvable In Water

Howes’

Cement,
or

Oil—for mending

FURNITURE. IVORY. RONE, CROCKERY.
GLASS AND EARTHEN WARE.
It la Invaluable for soloing or patching Boota and
Shoes, and lor cementing Leather Belting it has no

equal.
Or Only 26 Cents per Bottle, at
LORING’i* DREG STORE,

By the concurrent testimony of many sufferers,
fact has been established, that tor the cure of

th

DlARRHtEA OR DYSENTERY
In persons of all ages, no medicine has ever come to
the knowledge of the public, that so effectually does
it work and at the same time leaves the bowels in an

active, healthy condition,

as

CLEM S SUMMER CURE.

Corner Exchange & Federal Streets.

novl7

Cough Pill*,

That for Children Cutting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrhoea or any irregu ai ities of the bowels, all other remedies are insignificant, as compared with

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.

TODD'S LEX SOLIS

HAIR

That for Children troubled with Canker in mouth
stomach, or mothers suffering from nursing sore
mouth, a safe and speedy cure is eflectcd by the use of

or

DYE!

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.
market

has been flooded for
ent articles called Hair Dves. which
THE
the

rears

aatisfif l

with
have

differnever

expectations of purchasers. The wa
FLU* ultra has been reached at last iu TODD'S
HAIR DYE, and the article has giveu entire satisfltotiou to every person who has used it. It contains
no injurious ingredients, and gives the hair a bcauti*
fhi rich brown or black color. Directions for
using

simple—accompany

—which are very
I
each bottle.
One superiority of Todd's Lux Softs Hair Dye over
all others is. you do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using the dye, and there is but
one kind to be used, and that can be put on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, unliko all other dyes that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies' hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. L'ulikc
all other dyes, it will "color long hair, which other
dyes cannot do. Hive this new article a trial, as we
know you will use no other after once using this.
EJT" For sale only at

TODD'S HAIR DRESSING ROOMS,
No* 74 Middle, corner of Exchange Street*
septlGtf

Turner's American Express.
I’AIK’EL*. Packages.and all other
articles usually
sent bv Express
will be forwarded between thiscitv,
and all parts of the Provinces, with

St. John, N. 1L,
desnatch.
The subscriber solicits the patronage of the public.
ANSEL LOTHROP, Agent,
d2m
Portland, 8ept. 80,1862.

That for Coughs, Hoarseness and Bronchial affections, there is no remedy extant that so universally
affords relief as

HOWES' COUGH TILLS.
That for a
Tains in the
remedy is

Tightness or Wheezing in the Chest
side, or a long standing Hack, the best

HOWE'S COUGH

That

TILLS.

expectorant and ameliorating agent in
oases of Phthisic, Whooping Cough, ami Confirmed
Consumption, the public ha\e already rendered their
a* an

united verdict iu favor of

HOWES’ COUGH TILLS.
CLEM'S SUMMER CURE is

a

jc

pleasant.agreeable

thkik works yk shall kkow

thkm.”

G.C. Goodwin ft Co., Boston, General Agents
New England. II. 11. Hav, Cortland, and B. F
Bradbury, Bangor, General Agents for Maine.
GTSold by Druggists and Merchants generally
HOWES ft
Iswftmnol

Duty For 100 lb * foreign
Herring $1.
caught
—

department,

w

Pork lc,
Lard, Bacon and Hams
2c, Butter and Cheese 4c
plb
Ch'go Met* Beef.812 @14
Portland do.
.121613

14^@141

I
1

CO., Ikrc»prirtors.
Belfast Maivi.

Old Fnimes ltp-<*ili,
ND RENEWED by
MORRISON ft CO.
r

W. D.

lected.

Total

4 100 00
15,569 70
32 131* 43
11.743 20
2.467 24

transit,

Assets,

by

$333,474 07
810,293 00

Applications received, Policies issued, aud losses
promptly paid, at the Agency in Portland,
jy Rate® a® favorable as other sound Companies.
First c!a»* Dwellings aud contents insured for one,
tears, at lowest rates.

three or five

31

novlodSw

expectations,

Street.

Exchange

ereign specific

Phoenix Insurance

relief.

Company

all paid np
$400,000.
Surplus over Capital.$133,050 23,
AS

FOLLOWS,

value,
U. S. 7 8-10 Treasury Note®,
Loan® on mortgage® ot Real Estate,
Loans on Bank Stock®,

Cash on hand and in Banks
Amount due from Agents aud in transit,
Interest due on Investments,
Real Estate owned by the Company,
Total

Assets,

8305.975 75

12.200
19.540
68.495
38.724

1,900
17,600

00
00
48
70
00
00

j In.

tlie TSTentest

Ageucy.

W. D.

ARE AT-

C.

II.

cheaper

the

ROBES

j

than at

city.

any

other

1
une

case,

giving

a

STEAM

Book and Job

POWEB

Printing Office,

No. 831 EXCHANGE STREET,
Fox Blook,

Second Floor,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

The Proprietor* of the Poet lard Dailt Pan*
reepectfolly invite attention to their focflitie* hue
outing, in heaatlfol etylo, every deeeriptfc>B of

BOOK AND

JOB PRINTING

Their Satablithraent it fttrniehed with all the
tp*

proved modern machinery, and their aaeortmeut of

Book and

Fancy Types,

I* adequate to do nay work demanded in thi* State.

cannot

Business Cards of

Every Variety

Style and Cost
PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN
THE NEATEST MANNER.

Billets A Circulars in Every Variety of Type,

luicncn. sms, is> bilis or limn.

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES A GLITTERED
WUER DESIRED.

#

sov-

her almost instant

I have
but commend the prep-

Policies Printed and Pound for
Insurance Companies.

dtf

Deeds, Law Briefs, Eqnity Cases,
And

other LAW DOCUKXRTS executed with

Dispatch.

Bronze, Colored, and all other kindi of

Printing,
Executed In taste to suit the most flutidlous.

are

unsurpassed.

deceased, hereby gives pub-

Notice.
Estate of Patrick

Callan. late of

Portland,
deceased, having been represented insolvent,the
THE
of Probate has
the

Judge

Our Styles

estate of
of Windham in the

lic notice that he will sell at public or private sale,
a license from the Probate Court for said
Countv, on Thursday, January 1st. 1«68, at one o’at the resilience of Klbrulge Savward,
clock P. >1
in said Windham, the following described real estate
situate in said Windham, and belonging to the estate
of said deceased, viz: “Seven-ninths part of sieved
acres of woodland owned in common and tiiuiit hied
with Amos Anthoine, together with the reversion of
the widow's dower."
JOHN WEBB, Adminiw’r.
w3w23*
Windham, Nov. 26, 1862.

I

$20.

late

pursuant to

LITTLE, Agent.

EDWARD SHAW, Agent.
Iu2 Middle Stukkt, Poktland.

i

in her

Daniel W Anthoine.
THE
ot' Cumberland,

paid at this

milE MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purA chased from the Hannibal A St. Joseph Railroad
Company n large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farming and manufacturing purposes,
and have divided their property into lots and farms.
Thev are offered to subscribers in shares of £20 each.
Maps, with full information, can be had by calling on

FURNISHED TO ORDER.

-C. II. R. also manufacturesSHOW-CASES, DESKS, AXD DR A WER- WORK
Of every description, including Taylor’s Kelp*
Suppobtiku Drawer, the tost kind ever made
Sir" All orders for ttepairiug Furniture, VarnishChair Seating, 1. lazing, &c.,
mg,
promptly attended to.
jul81tf

Upholstering,

and

HOMESTEADS FOR

place in

PBESlT

its socket, in

Orateful to God for the benefit that

County

nov!6d3w

No. 30 IT N ION S T R EE T.
And will be sold

<jtf

TKE POBTLAND DAILY

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

oniw, ill Exrhangt* St., Fortland.

BLAKE'S,

IV. A. FOSTER * CO.

A<lmiui«trutor's wale.
undersigned. Administrator of the

on the most favorable terms.
First clash Dw ellings.and Furniture therein. taken for one, three or rive years, at low est rates.

Style,

capacity and fkciiltiee for doing work in good
equal to any in the City or State.

are

MRS. M. (*• BROWN, Proprietor,
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.
nov!3 U6tn

property,

promptly adjusted

**

Jaly 17. IMS.

Agents.

$533,050 23

Tbia sound ami reliable Company continue® to inDwellings, Stores, Merchandize, aud other

All losses

inpplied with

which is most wonder-

Noise iu the Head. Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neuralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
the ear by a small glass tube, which, together with
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores in this city. Prick 25 cents pkr Bottle.
Tubes 6 Cents.
U. H. HAY and W. F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale

47,900 00
30.814 86

sure on

To be found in this city, of every description, finish*
ed and trimmed

•tyle

truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and Diseased Eyes, Dim Vision and Weak Eyes, Deafness,

HENRY KELLOGG, Secretary.

3

discovery,

Poor Richurd’s Eye and Ear Water

Amount of Premium Notes—None.
Amount of Liabilities for unadjusted losses, 843,375
)
Dated at Hartford.
This6th day of November, 1802. (
8. L. LOOMIS, President.

BEST

And ite

Is

VIZ

Bank Stocks—market value,
State aud City aud other Stocks—market

Winthrop House, Winthrop.
Elmwood House, Waterville.
Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House. Farmington.
Revere House, Vas*olboro.
Hallow-dl House. Hallowell.
China House. China.
Franklin House. Augusta.
Cushnoc House, Augusta.
Abbott’s School. Farmington.
Eaton Boys’ Boarding Scnool, Kent’s Hill.
)uI17dftw6m

i*

PAST PRES8ES AND STEAM POWEB

all who have been sufferers like myself.
P. 8. HENSON,
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Residence 1430 Poplar St., Philadelphia.
C3T*Numerous certificates of a similar character
might be furnished.

Capital Stock,

INVESTED

Of The office

aration to

OF HARTFORD, COXX.,
On the 1st day of November—made in conformity to
the laws of Maine.

Testimonials similar to the above have been received from the proprietors of the following public
housesPenobsot Exchange, Bangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.
Skowhegan House. Skowhegan.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.

rare

personally received, I

-OF THE-

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,”
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in reed
ot such an article: ai d 1 believe it to be
superior to
anvthing of the kind now in use.
Vt aterville. April 12,1862.
Rev. E. HAWES.

and

she has found Poor Richard's Eye Water

CONDENSED STATEMENT

AI STAPLES,
A. N. WILLIAMS.

a new

out it for any amount of money. 1 take occasion to
sav, farther, that my wife used to suffer severely at
times from protracted pain iu and over her eyes And

W. D. LITTLE. Agent.

The Bed Bottom I bought of you fUllv merits my
ai d is folly up to
your high recommendations. 1 would cheemilly recommend it to all who
desire to improve their sleepingai arfmeuts.

upon

meantime, most providentially, I noticed
one day iu a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHARD’S EVE WATER. I had never heard ol it before, but determined to try it, amt did, with the most
delightful results. Iu a very few days the paiufal
irritation was removed; I could bear the strougest
light, aud went forth to the enjoyment of a new lifa.
I now keep a bottle of it always in the house, aud if
my eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give It a
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be with-

HASTINGS, President,
Wm. C. HASTINGS, Sec’y,
Stiles spring,

Office

dependent

In the

Justice of the Peace.

Farmiugton, Feb. 28,1862.

is

resort, of having the ball taken out of
the hope of thus finding relief.

A. E.

Before me,

body

negobservation,

consequence of which 1 suffered constant martyrdom.
Every momeut of my waking life was embittered, and 1 was frequently unable to sleep at night.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to without success, and 1 entertained the purpose, as a last

State ot Connecticut,
Hartford as., Nov. 8,1862.
Sworu to

pass
of the

even common

From injuries received in my right eye, when a
boy, a chronic inflammation had been produced, in

LIABILITIES:
Lo«®e* unpaid, not adjusted,
other c airn® against the Company—None.
Prem urn Notes—None.

irnporand

operations, putting to blush the old systems
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. p. 8.
Henson, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
of this remedy, they may learn more of its practical
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. II.
Philadelphia. Oct. IT, 1862.

201,087 00

•*

Estate,

Loans on Bank Stock®,
Cash on hand and in Bank®,
Amount due from Agent® and in
Other property of the Company,

are more

ful iu Its

22.168 75
••

will be promptly attended to.

Poor Richard's Eye and Ear Water

82'.718 75
18,550 00

**

They

seem to

and yet every part
them for life aud health.

VIZ:

value,

system

taut to health aud comfort than the Eye
Ear, and yet none are less understood or more

Maine, in conformity to law, Nov. 1st, 1862.

FOLLOWS.

of the human

^

of the State of

United States Stock®,
market
State and City Stock®,
Railroad and other Stock®
and Bond®,
•*
Bank Stock®,
Loan® ou mortgage® of Real

pleasure

THE

Secretary

INVESTED AS

with it.

WATER l

dawtf

Is

I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
one of the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms” for the
last three weeks, and must say it far surpasses anything I had anticipated. Mv wife, who is feeble, has
had no good rest for six months till occupying one of
these beds. She would not part with it on auv account.
Kiev. JOHN ALLEN.

...0'(o94

POOR RICHARD'S

EYE 8r EAR

Capital Stock, all paid in, $300,000 00,

Mr. D. K. Frohock has furnished the beds in my
house with the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom," and
I take pleasure in recommending this article a? the
most convenient, economical and comfortable thing
of the kind with which I am acquainted.
a: H. ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.

Famil;

LITTLE, Aqixt,

Office 31 Exchange Street,
money by securing tickets at this

OF HARTFORD. COXX.,

JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND.

Augusta. April 16,1862.

Read a letter which 1 will send
you if you will send nu* a postpaid envelope bearing
your address. Direct to
EDWARD H TRAVER.
ocl6dkw3m
Lock Box, Boston, Mass.
in no OTHER way.

with

North American Fire Insurance Co.

Waterville,

22 (ft

fYom

!\JO Organs

[From Hon. Josiah H. Drummond.]
using the ‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’ and

pleased

EARNESTLY caution all young men suffering
\aruiiu IMtilitv, Itv., against endangering
their health by patrouizmg ai.v of the advertising
quacks. You can fully recover "by the methods used
by the Advertiser, aud tv hundred* of others, aid

J

provided

Order* left at the counting-room of the
Daily Preen
and Maine State Preee, bead of Ant
flight of ttaira,

B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
ow n sex.
A lady of experience in constant attendance.julldawtfS

Niagara Falls.

and

the moet libera

N.

Statement of the
To the

particularly

Quackery!

June 28.

healthy

very much

can save

oflice.

none.

Creen Salt.1 «o?> 1 75 .ranulated.14 a 144
Dry.120ft 1 30Powdered.14 ft 144
Sheep Pelts,Cir’n.95ft. Si i Tallow.
Sheep Pelt*, Dry .75ftl 00 Duty Tallow 1 pc, Soap
1
Stock 10 p« ad val.
Hajsa.

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

by

the benefit of the
1 hav e purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do most cheerfullv recommend them to the public.
Dr. N. R. BoUTELL.
May, 1801.

Figs, common-none.
Starch.
New Eleme.18cft 22 Duty 20 pc ad val.
Lemons, p box $4 2oft Pearl.64® 74
2 60 potato. 4 a 4j
Oranges—Havana
R»Wu*.
Shot-p 1001b* £5>*ftl0
Blue pcask.164ftl6 .Drop. $i0ift
Black.£8 (gin Buck. lift
Bunchpbox 410>ft415 Soap.
Laver.4 25® 4 5o Duty 35 pc ad val.
Dates.7 (ft 9t* Leatlie k Oore’s, TrowPrune*.8Wll0i! bridge & Smith’* ExFI oar—Portland Gisp. tra No. 1 p lb... .9j(® »l
Superfine.£6® 6| Familv do.Sift
-4
Fancv,
Extra

Spleen.

am

am

Director.
a6dtf

83F"Tickets sold in Portland at lowest Boston rate

Having become fully satisfied of
“Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,”

Cadiz.no'ne

Crane’*..

happily

[From lion. Lot M. Morrill.]
Having used Anderson' Spriug Bed Bottom, I can
eheerfUlly recommend it as an excellent article.
LOT M MORRILL.
Augusta. Aug. 6.1862

Turk's I*., |> hhd.
(8 bus.).£‘2’® 8
Liverpool.2lft 2}

superior 7/ft 84 Duty: Ginger Boot 6c,
Ohio extra.7 (ft 7T Ground Ginoer 8c, Pepfamily.8 (ft 8$ per and Pimento 12c,
Canada superNo.l .none.
Clove* 15c, Cassia 10c
StLouisFav Brands.8 ft 9 Cassia Bud* 20c. CinnaSouthern 111. do do.7Jft84
mfm 25c. Mace and XutPetapsco Family. 10ft10} megs 80c p lb.
Rva Flour.4t® 4> Cassia p lb.
Corn Meal.4]7t 41 Clove*.
Buckw’t Fl’r P lb 2cft 21 Ginger, (Race)...
drain,
Unger, (Africa).....
Duty Com and Oats lOC, Mace.80 io90
Bye and Barley 16c. and Nutmegs.90 ft92
Wheat 20c p bu. From Pepper. 25 ft26
Br. Provinces free.
Pimento. 22 ft 24
Rye.95ft 1 00 Seedn.
Oat*.50 (ft55 \Duty Linseed 16c p bu.,
South tel. Com..80 ft«2 ! Canary £1 p bu., MusCorn, Mixed.78 ft.80
tard 3c p lb.
Barley.80 (ft85 , Herds (• ra*s,.... £24 ®
Short* p tou.. ..£22 ft23 Western Clover
UVft
Fine Fred.26 ft27 Red Top.£3 ft.31
fCrindntonr*.
I Linseed.3 ?,
Duty: Bough—free.
|Canarv.3?it 4
£17®20
Rough, p ton
Sugar.
Dressed.30«35 Duty M>lado2c,notyibore
Cun powder.
Xo. 12 21c, above Xo. 12
Duty Valued at less than, and not above 15 3 c.al-ore
20c p ib 6c. over 20c 6c
Xo. 15 and not above 20
3tc. alea e Xo. 20 and reP lb and 20 pc >u1 rat.
rfWfMc p lb.
Blasting.£4 ‘ft f,
Rifle and Sporting.6jft 7j Portland A.91®
do.
A A.9 a
liny.
Presss’d p net T.£13J ft 16 1
do.
Yellow, none.
Loose.16 a 16? Extra Yellow.none.
llidr«nndSUin«.
Muscovado..104ft] 14
do.
in bond 8t o 9
Duty 10 pc ad val.
Slaughter Hides.. 84ft 74c Hav ana Brown_10fftl2
CalfSkin*.117718
do.
White
.124ft 134
Ca’eiitm Cow—
New Orleans. Il’ftl#}
Slaughtered. .1 80ft200 Crushed.14 ft 144

Via

ea

ENTRANCE --82* EXCHANGE STREET,

especial

RAILWAY.

This road is broad guage and is
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.

Portland, July 23, 1862.

2.V& 7} Veal.toT.e.

Western extras... .64® 7
**
ffcticy.7va 8

j

We have introduced several of the justly celebrated “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom’’ to our sleeping
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom adeemed preference over any and all othere we have ever
used. Our guests speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers w ho desire the comfort of their guests.
W. D McLAUCHLIN ft SON,
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12,1863.

Duty: Beef and

Extia Superior....

ie ll>c

and
bed. 1 am using several kinds
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
if
not
better
than the best.
Billy equal
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

do. (medium).. 4 a 4? Pickles, p bbl_S7i@. 81
do. (small).8® 8J
Rice.
Fruit.
Duty: ('leaned lie, Pcullmry t^mons. vranges,
oy jc 4.* id.
Banana ana Plantains Rice p !t».6*@ 7j
2u Pc ad val., Almonds
Rum.
4c, and Shelled do. 6c p Portland distilled 68 ft 65c
lb. Suts and Dates 2c Salerniu*.
p lb. f'urrants, Figs, Sa^eiatu* p lb.6jft 7c
I*fumn, Prunes and llai- Salt*
sins 6c P lb. Citron 80 Duty
In hulk 18c. and in
pc ad val.
bag* 24c p lUO lb*.

Nut*.S2ja2j

DR.

BT THE

zr You

an easv

HUGHES

invites all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at bis rooms. No.
6 Temple Street, which they will find arranged for
their
accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their actiou is specific aud
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LA DIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It Is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, aud may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any pari of the country with fall directions,
t)R HUG HES.
by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street, corner of Middle. Portland.

mm THROUGH TICKETS

TESTIMONIALS :
Commercial House, Portland, June 16,1862.
introduced
the •‘Anderson Spring Bed BotHaving
tom” into mv house, after trial, 1 pronounce it to be

...

Pea

Mtuell;

Will be promptly attended to

Infirmary.
thFTadies.

to

Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland. Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Crosse, St. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOL'TH OR NORTH WEST,

of all others in

Job Work,

terms.

Eclectic medical

An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take fire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
they must understand that they willdo so at their own
risk, aud that the Compauy will uot feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations fire wood can be carried next

ERIE

Fancy

Portland.
Jull—dfltwtfS

gySend stamp for Circular.

per cent.

To

the Spring Bad
embracing a little more
of their excellencies, and yet
overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair/ and yet so recuperative as to bring itself into ptace with great facility. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged and old.
and all w ho linger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted
strong and durable, and not liable to get out of order.

Ground...6uo@660

Sack* Salt
Gr’d Butter Salt

to

No lire wood will be conveyed betweeuOctober 1st.
1862, and May 1st, 1803.

F’rohook,

use a
that it )<UM Oft** Mtialnetioii end
more valued the more it is used.
1 his invention is a step in advance

u @17
f*rovihcesfree.
Pork, clear.15'@16
Cod large p qut..$4@ 41 Pork, mess. 13«@14
small.3@ 31 Pork, extra do .18 a 141
Pollock.2j o 2j Pork. Prime. ll‘@lll
Haddock, .lj@ lj Round Hogs.6$ @61
Hake.11 @, 1" Hams.10@llc
Herring.Shorepbl.4 @ 4}Citv Smok'd Hants.none,
do. Labrador., none.
Produce,
do. Scaledpbx.9^@85cBeef p qu’r p lb. 6 @ 71
do. No. 1.25@30 Eggs, p doz
18 fa 19
Mackerel p bbl.,
Potatoes, pbbl.fi 38o 1 60
Bay No. 1.$10i@ll Chickens, Spring 8 @10
Bay No. 2.7;'@ 8 Lamb..6 @ «
Bay No. 8.6*'@ 6 Turkles.. 9 @12
Shore No. 1 —10«@ 11 (<eew..
9 'a 10
"

Almonds—Jordan p lb.
Soft Shell.16 ft20e
Shelled.26 (<|30
Currant*.15 (ft 10
Citron.42 ft45

sanity

on

desirable mechanical arrangement has now
THIS
been in
sufficient length ot time to show

Mackerel $2, Salmon 88;
in
and all other
bbls. fl 60 p III., other- P’tl’d ext. do.
wise 60c P cwt. From Pork, extra clear l

pickled

by

lit, 1862,
May 1st, 1863. the
ratei of freight
FROM
all descriptions of lumber
aud timber will be advanced 25

BRYDGES, Managing

to

locally,

chants*

general agent.

Soil.176@178

I'rovi«ion».

a

Notice to Wood and Lumber Mer-

C. J.

Infirmary,

a
class. During his practice he
ha* treated thousands of cases, ana in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
aud there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes i* in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 5 Temple street. Charges moderate, aud a cure guaranteed
in all case*.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when ail other remedies fail: cures without dieting
or restriction in the habits of the
patient; cure* without the disgusting aud sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new cases in a few hours; cures without the dreadfal consequent effects of mercury’, but
is sure to annihilate the rauk and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN, who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused
bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily aud permanently
cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will a
returned If desired. Address
DR. J B. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

’Strong, Avon

Montreal, August 1. 1862.

Plain and

delicacy.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

November

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS.
FOX BLOCK,

Drug and

a

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has
tor
PRIVATE
number of years confined his attention
disease* of
certain

Passengers for this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON. Sop't.
Farmington 31ay 5, 1862.Jnne23dtf

Under United State* Hotel, Portland.

Hard.160@162

@66

Phillips.

PRESS,

Established for the treatment of those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

returning on Mondays and Fridays.
days,
for
Stages leave
Farmington dailv,

DAILY

DK. Hl'CHES’

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

to

X.

usually kept iu

Eclectic medical

Stage leaves Strickland’s Fern' Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixtield; returning op|>osite davs.
Staize leaves North Jay tor East Dixtield, Dixtield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursday? and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and kingfielu, on Wednesdays and Satur-

and

the ollce over Caeoo Bank,

Directly orerthe Magnetic Telegraph OSce. Fonrtta
Story, where all rarietie. of

LARD OIL,

OF- State A cent for DAVIS A KIDD'S MAGNETO-ELF.CTK1C MACHINES.
eodAwtoctl

On and after Mown at, Mar 5, 1862,
rains will leave Portland for Lewiston
and t arniington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath aud Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.46 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

Patent granted October, 1862.

kuercitron

ton

And all other articles
Taint establishment.

summer.

»w oil 3o pc ad ral., YelExtract Logwood. 1214
ls ic
Wood. *(@
low and other Ochres &t>c
44
Peach
100 lbs, Paris White
.3?@
4i
p
44
Red
.8j@ 2} dry 60c, in oil SI 6o,
44
.2 @
Sapan
Whiting 60c p 100 ib*.
Bark.. .2to 2j P'ti’d Lead, in oil.Fl<>@
ed Sandeia.8 @ 0 Lewis Lead,
lotoloj
Duck.
Button Lead, 44
y}^
h tench Zinc,
Duly 80 pc ad ral.
10@10}
Haven*.
Arner. Zinc, 44
8 (@8i
46c@
Hochelle Yellow.. 8 @ 3i
Portland, No. 8 9" @
44
No. 10. 66 @
Veu.
Eng.
Red_8 a 31
S’r, No. 8 89
Navy,
Li!barge.1(W
44
44
No. 10 66
Red Lead. loS
Tent Duck,
I’laairr.
U. S. 10 oz.66 @
Duty Free.

Per

KEROSENE OIL,

Ac.. Ac,
At Buxton Centre, for West
Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
South Limiiigton, Limiiigton, Ac., Ac.
At
Kiser, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossipee, Newtiold. Parsonsfield, Effingham,I- rredoin,
Madison, Eaton, Limiiigton, Cornish. Porter. Ac.
mov 13
ALEX’K BAILEY, Jr.,

BUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

ANDERSON’S
SPRING BED BOTTOM!

Paint*.
Barwood.21®
Brazil Wood.13 @
fjuty On White L> ad dry
4J or ground in oil and Bed
Camwood..4l@
2 @ 21 Z.W f a 4o V loo ib*,
Fustic. C’ulw
"
2
Savanvilla. 1
Litharge 2le, Oxide of
Zinc 24c plb, JVussian
Hypen ic.46
Blue, Vermilion, ( hromt
Logw ood,
( am peachy.2 @21
Yellow, Venetian Bed 26,
St. Domingo.1J@ 2 tSjxznish Brown dry 20,

12 oz.66
Feather*.
Duty 80 pc ad vaf.
Live Geeae p lb 60

Hiram. Limiiigton, Brownfield,
Fryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgton,

CUSHINQj

FANCY GOODS.

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
AND DYE-STUFFS,

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

RF.«sT FOR THE WEARY.

13.

AND

&■

Hm bees removed from
the office of the

*

Hup’t.

passage apply
EMERY’ k FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New Y’ork.
June 23, IS 2.
dtf

—

44

I

FOSTER

to

Saco^

v

or

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,

Falls, Baldwin,

|

The splendid and fast Steamship
"CHESAPEAKE,” Captain Sidney
Crowell, will until ftirther notice run

Portland.
For freight

09 FliF.E AS It attDQZM STS.,
-DEALER IN-

The 2.00 P. M. train out, and ths 9.15 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with
passenger
attached.
Stage* connect at Saccarappa dailv forSooth Windham. Windham Centre and Great l-'alls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish, Steep

This vessel is fitted up with fine accommodations for
passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between'New Y’ork
and Maine. Passage 95.00, including Fare and State
Room*.
Ooods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
• earner before 8 P. M., ou the day that she leaves

na, Arrowroot, Ginseng
Onltuni.
20 pc. Bleaching Pow- /)Vtu
/yee.
ders 30c p cwt. Sago American.8! a. 9]
60c pctcL, Sal Soda and
Oil.
Sods Ash
P !b, Crude Du.ft/. Sperm, Whale and
Brimstone *8 and Boll other Fish Oils of fordo. $0 p ton, Alcohol 40c eign fisheries 20 pc ad

JUScrms

car<*

—

decoction of Roots and Barks, and contains not a
particle of Opium ok Duuo of any sort. It always
does good, and never does harm.
By

will leave St. John every Monday
o’clock, for Eastport, Portland and

lATWl .iLuias follows:
I^pave Browns Wharf. Portland, every WEDNESDAY’, at 4 P. M.. and )oa\o Pier 9 North River, New
Y’ork, every SATURDAY', at 3 o’clock. 1*. M.

Assafaetida. Jsin- Rosin.18@20
glass, Flor Sulphur,Sen- Turpentine pgal .2S0@2 85

E stablishment

i APOTHECARIES' GLASS
WARE, FOREIGN
orders:
LEECHES. SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
Saco River for Portland at 6.36 aud 9.15 A. M. aud
8.80 P.M.
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. M.f and
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, *c.
2.00 and 5.15 P. M.

\nvnl Store*.

et,

BOOK

JOB PRINTING

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERFUMERY,

On and after Monday, November 10,
trains will leave as follows, nntil further

1

■

m

THE

WINTER ARRANGEMENT

Weekly

w

Russia.26 <@
Pi ah.

Dr. Boynton’s operations ai d cures on these delicate organs Lave been most .-uccerslul, ai d many
of
them of a remarksb e cl.aiacei. D>. B. Laving tested the advantage* of
for the past fifteen
in J hi
years, upon thorn-ana* oi
and other cities of the United Stares, is prepared to
trea» all disea*es of whatever nature with uvrivalftd
success.
The following are among the diseases which
Dr. B. has been eminently successlul in treating:
C atari h, consumption, chloric cat an h. diseases of
the throat, ulceration, asthma, bronchitis, diseases of
the lung* in all their forms, >:ra.el in ail its lorms,
diseases ol urinary organs, diabetes incontinence of
the mine, dropsy, Lindners, ainauious, cataract,
scrofulous-ophthalmia. ulcer* of long standing, mercurial sores, tumors, scrofula in all its loims, cancer,
erysipelas, diseases ol tie skin, canker, plies, hemordina>e* oi the
rhoids, liver complaint,
kidneys, stone, &c., all spii al di-east-*, curvatures,
hip diseases, sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism in all its
forms, deafness, muscular, contraction, white swelling, all uterine weaknesses, leucorrhaea, fluor albns,
whites, fits. To the above might be added a long list
of diseases which Dr. B. has tieated with equal succe-».
All FEMALE COMPLAINTS treated with
success, care and strict attention.
D. B. has many testimonials of important recoveries under his treatment, which can be seen
by calling
on him at his rooms.

Courage
OR

Surgeon.

DISEASES OF THE EYE AND EAR.

dec2sod>wltw24

FOR SOL.Ei.NG

and

No* 360 Congre** Street, Portland, Me*

follow*, vie :
Bank Stocks—mai ket va:ue,
849 292 60
liailroad and l.a* Stocks,
17.966 Ou
Loan, on mortcaee, o! Ileal E*1ate, valued at over *800.000,
122.709 82
Loan,, on Bank and oilier stocks,
22.916 71
Cash on liand and in hand, ot Ayentt,
21 '88 69
Other inveatmeiita and accrued inteict,
8 498 00
Personal property,
1,696 47

_

Promptly Executed

and

Press Office.

Agent,

Ins. CO.,
OF PITT8FI1 ED. MASS.,
Nor ember 1—In compliance with tbe lawa of Maine.

Surplua

09

—AT THE—

the-

Capital Stock, all paid up,

and

PRINTING-,

CONDENSED STATEMENT
Western

quality,

Orderi,

AVD ALL OTHER Kl2fl>S

No. 102 1-2 Fore St., Portland.

-or

{fl}

Wedneadav, Nor. 19th,
will'leave aa fol-

York A Ctiiiiboiiuntl Railroad.

ErS** Positively no freight received after 4 o’clock
P. M. on the day of sailing.
Through tickets are sold by this line, connecting at
Eastport with stagecoaches' for Machias. and with
steamer Queen for Bobbinston, Palais, St. Stephens
and St. Andrews, and at the latter place over railfor Canterbury, Woodstock and Iloulton
way
Stations.
We also ticket through
per steamers and railways
for H'ends or, Halifax. Dig by, Fredericton, Sussex,
Moncton, Shediac, Prince Edward Island, Pictou,
Earth Shore qf Et\0 Brunswick, Mirimichi, and

Alum

Town Hote* and

AUGUSTUS STORY, President.
THOS. II. JOHNSON,Secretary.
QF^This Companv is paying a dividend of 25 per
cent, on yearly, and 33 1*3 percent, on three and
five year roJIate, at theirexpiiatiun.

u8w

9]

iTl

REM OVA

traiiiB

dall's Mills and Skowhegan; and at Kendall's Mills
with the Penobscot & Kennebec Railroad for Burnham, Pittslield, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold iu Boston for all tne stations on the
Kennebec tc Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
& Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot & Kennebec Railroad, passeugers will purchase tickets to
Kendall's Mills.
STAGE CONNECTION*.
Stage* leave Bath daily at 3.00 P. 3f.. for Wiseasset. Damariscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Rockland
and Thomnston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of traiu from Portland.
B. H. CUSH3IAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta. Nov. 15, 1802.
novl8

ON and after Tliursdav, Nov. 13th,
the Steamer “New England,” « apt.
E. Field, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot State Street, every Thursday, at 6 o’clock
1*. M., till further notice, for Eastport and St. John.

Returning,

Y,

s:

jJW*

morning, at 8
Boston.

passenger

H A

Farmington.

AXDST. JOHN.

Sheet and Pipe.. lo»@ loj*
Lime.
Duty 10 l>c ad rat.
Coffee.
Rockland. cask. 68 @76c
Lumber—From yard.
Duty: 6c 4^ lb.
Java 4* lb.33 @34c.ClearPine,No. 1.$88 @
do.
No.2. .34 :<v
St. Domingo.30 @31
do.
Rio .82 @ 33
No.3 .24 @
do.
Mocha.34 @ 35
No.4. 14 (of
i'ordaue.
.Shipping Lumber.16 a 17
Duty Tarred 23c, Mansi- Spruce.10 d 11
tt> Hemlock.8 *710
la 2A, all other 8*
13 @14] Box Sh’ks,(easli) 60 @660
Bay de Chaleur.
American 4> tb
novll
C. C. EATON, Agent.
Russia Hemp-16]@17 Clapb’ds, S ext #14 @10
184
do.
P
Manilla.13 ft
3/1 „32
MONTREAL
Boltrope, Russia 18]a 17] Shingles, Od. ext 2da. 3
Manilla.14 @15
do.
do.
No.l 2 g 2}
OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S
do. ext. Pine.8J@ 81
Cement.
4> bbl.#1 30<@135 Lat hs, Spruce. .10U@125
do. Pine.1 26@ 1 80
Drug* nud Dye*.
Mail Line.
Duty: 1> tb—Oil ('tuna- Red Oak Staves .80 «36
mow $2, 0*7 Almondsand Mol. Hhd. Shooks
Oil
A
$1
60,
j*OXEofthe
Otto of Pose
following first-class, powerHeads,city.. 2 75@ 2 87
fu! Steamers: HIBERNIAN, NORTH
Bergamot. Cassia and Sugar do. city. 275a2 87 i
do. do. c’trv.l 25al 60
Cloves #1, Hydriodate
iLiy A M ERHAN.NO R W EG 1A X, J U R A,
asgwya BOH EMIAX, ANGLO SAXON, NOPotash 76c.Cantharides. Country Rifl'Mol.
VA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every SaturMastic,Ipecac,llhubarb. Hlid. Shooks... 160@262 dav
( ardamons, Oil Lemon. Slash.14/Ya 1 50
morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passengers leave Portland per Crand Trunk Trains
Anise and Orange, /«> Hoops.*28 @32
with U nited States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. M.,
dine 60c, Tolu and tYude Hackmetack TiraCamphor&'c,Iletined do. ber, 4> tun.10@16 connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
morning.
4i)c, Tartaric Acid 2t)c, Mol a «•«**.
( ream
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Tartar, (Htnc Duty 6c 4* gal.
Third Class. 835. Hist (’lass, 877 to 892—accoiding
Acid,Shellac, Copat,Da- ('ienfUgos.
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand
mar and Hums used for Trinidad.40 @ 45
Trunk Railway.
like purposes loc, Aloes, Cuba clayed.86 @86
do. tart. 30 @32
Prepaid and retnrn tickets issued at reduced rates.
Verdigris, Chlorate of do.
Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, out and
Potash, Carb. Magnesia do. Muscovado.86 @38
Yellow
$186.
back.
Hew
Boracic
Acid,
Orleans.
0c,
Prussiate Potash and Portland Syrup, hhds. .27
Apply to Rdmonstono, Allan k Co., Montreal,or to
Bed do. 10c. Liquorice,
do.
bbls 8u
J. L. FARMER,
Oxalic Acid ana Sugar
Vail*.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
of Lead 4c. Asphaltum Duty: Cutlc, Wrought2c,
June 23. 18*12.
dtf
and Bi-Chro. Potash 8c,
Assorted Hr.
Portland and
Sago 11c, Epsom salts, c ask. 4&o@4 76
York Steamers.
Franklin. 9

Corporation. Bonds,

▲mount of Liabilities, (other than amount at
risk,) vis:
Claims tor Losses,
*8,ICO 00
There are no other liabilities, unless of bills not
rendered lor expenses.

dcc8

Foreign Pig.yl@

1862,

II.

II

PRINTING.

Leave Portland for Bath and
Augusta at l.OOP. 31.,
j oonnectiug with the
Androscoggin trains at Brunswick for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and Farmiugton; and at Augusta with the Somerset & Kennebec Railroad for Vassalboro’, WaterviMe, Ken-

One Trip per Week.

ral., Linseed, Hempseed
P gal.
p tb.4 'a 6c and Rape seed 23c p gal.,
Aloe*.87 j@ 40 Olive 28c, Salad 60c,
Arrow Root.17 @40
Palm, Seal and CocoaBorax.28 @30
nut 10c p gal.
Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other
Brimstone (roll).. .4j@ 6 Portland kerosene
Bi-Carb. Soda.61 @61 IllumJnat’g Oil 80 @86c
Hard and Soft W ood.
Sulphur.0 @ 8} Machine.80 @ 82
Sa) Soda.8j@, 4 Marine.
The public are rooueated to call, at we are deter*
Camphor.14(>@160Sperm Winter.. .1 98@2O0
mined to give good bargain, to tho*e who pay cash.
Cream Tartar.86 @56 Whale, rel. Wint 98 @M0
do.
Logwood ex.12j@14
Crude
Office, Commercial St., head of Maine \\7if. Magnesia.28 @86 Grand Bank and90 @92
2
M ia, tine $1
Chaleur. *24 <526
Indigo,
Ray
SAWYER A WHITNEY.
Madder.17«@18 Shore.22 @26
juintr
Opium. S8j@ 9 Linseed.Jpl 32«'l36
Rhubarb.200@ 225 Boiled.1 3»iil 40
Alcohol.87 @96 Lard oil.1 06al 10
TOWN
AND
Fluid.1 10 (b 1 26 Olive Oil.1 75a 1 80
Castor Oil.2(&a2 10
Camphene. 290 ®
10G<@1 12
i Saltpetre.11 @28 Xeatsfoot Oil
Vitriol.12 @
Onion*
Dye woods.
p bbl.*8t@ 8J
WITH
COUPONS,
Duty Free.
p bush.1 2U@1 26

Company

EL1BEALET WEB6TER.

of the best

are

Cumberl’d
ton.$10@
W hi teas li.9 @

MEDICAL.

Augusta for Bath, Portland and Boston, at 10.45 A.
31., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Fails, Wilton and

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Soda, Caustic Soda lc; Duty Turpentine, RosiiF
Castor Oil 60c p gal.,
pitch, Tar20 pcwf ral..
Morphine $2 p oz., Al- Spirits Turpentiue 16c
um 00c p cwt., Copperas
p gaf
60c pctc/.. Muriatic Ac- Tar (toreign)B bbl.$19518
id 10 pc ad ral., Spong- pitch (Coal Tar). $41 <jh

THE GENUINE

low

_STEAMBOATS.
EASTPORT, CALAIS

On»nd after

T-M;- !.r-f.l.tn

loj.’®ll

Swede.o'@

Liquorice Root,Bi-Carb.

SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZF.LTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S,

And grant that she who, trembling, here
Distrusted all her powers,
May welcome to her holier Lome

* 10,678 288 21

41

Lehigh.»

(Or made, at ihort notice, to any pattern customers
may direct,)

Sweet promptings unto kindest deeds
Were in her very look;
We read her fece, as one who reads
A true and holy book:

▲mount at Risk,

do. common.. .60 @62 Fleece.46 @56c
Natural Leaf, lbs SI @ 1| Lambs.46 (®53
Fancy, in Foil.li@ 2
Zinc.
Tin.
Duty: In blacks or piqs
Duty: Pig 15c, Plates 25 l*c, in sheets 2c p lb,
pc ad val.
manufactures of 30 Pc
Banca. cash .43o@ 44 ad ral.
Straits, cash.40 @42 Figs and slabs.T,\(a 61
l’lates-( 'liar. I .<’. £12 J@ 13 Sheet >.osslmanu..
do.
I X .15 @16 Shoathiug.90 (j®
Coke.112 o12 Exchange.
\\ ood.
London—00o. 1 43 d£\ 44
Hard, retail.87@ 7} 1‘aris.fZ 96® 4 0 5

4)

With good workmen and thoroughly seasoned stock,

The blessing ofherquiet life
Fell on 11s like the dew;
And good thoughts.where her footsteps pressed
Like fairy blossoms grow.

Fire Ins.

more

YorMpight

stand,

With increased facilities for manufacturing,

And ha’f we deemed she needed not
The changing of her sphere,
To give to Heaven a shining one,
Who walked an angel here.

Holyoke Mutual

ex-

ton #18,
thick or

than 7 inches wide,
rounds less than l inch
or more than 4 inches in
diameter, and squares
less than A inch or more
than 4 inches square &2t),
Bait road #12 50, Boiler
Bread.
and Platt #25 l> ton,
Duty: 30 Pc.
Pilot 4> loo lbs. #51 @ 65
Sheet 2@2]c 4> tb and
Ship.4] @
$3ft5 4> ton.
Crackers per bbl.. 3ft] 3; Couiuion.34@ 31
Crackers. \i 100 35 @40c
Refined 4@ 4]
Butter.
0]
lb.
Duty 4c
Norway.GA^l 7
Family 4* tb..21 @23c Cast Steel.22 @24
Store.14 @16 German Steel_14 @1G
Bean*.
EnglishfBlis.Steel. 1G u 17
Marrow 4> bush#2
@ 10
Pea.2 25@2 80 sheetIron, Eugl 5i« 0]
Blue Pod.2 12a2 37 Sheet Iron,Russia.17 {@18
Rum iui’t.. 13 @14
Candle*.
i do
Duty Sperm and Wax8c. Lard.
Stearine 6c, Tallow 21c Barrel, 4> lb
.11 @11]
hogs, i> lb
¥ &
Mould 4> lb.13Jc@14
Leather.
Sperm.32 @36 Duty: 30 Vc ad val.
New
4'heeae.
28 (a30c
do. n'.orwts
3*» m31
Duty. 4c 4* lb
.11 @12
tb.
do. heavy.30 «8l
Vermont
Counrry.01@lOl do. slaughter 32 @34
Amer. ( altskins 76 @86
Coni—{Retail.)
Duty From Br. Procinr- Sl'ter Wax Death.19 @ 20
es'free,otherforeign Hi- Lend.
tumenous #1 10, all oth- Duty
Pig l]c ¥> lb.
Am. Pig 41 100
er kinds 60e 4> ton.
tt>.$0A@ 9?

j>

RAILROADS.

..

AND NOW,

pure and swe« t, her fair brow seemed
Eternal as the sky;
And like the brook’s low song, her voice—
A sound which could not die.

THE

Tobacco.
Vur niah.
Duty: Leaves unmanufac- Furniture.52 @ 3
tured 26. all other kinds Coach.3 (® 4
35 pc ad val.
Damar .31® 32
6’s& 10’s best br’ds.70 @76c Wool.
do.
medium. .05 @68 Duty: Costing 18c p !b
do.
common. 60 @62
and under 5 pc, over 18c
half lbs best br’ds.78 @80
to 24c P lb 3c, over 24c
do. med. good 66 @70
9c p lb.

lli^UAc

>s

OF

Pot.C]@ 71
Apple*.
Green 4» bbl.$11 ft 1J
Sliced 1> tb.]4@6Ac
Cored 4> lb. 3j@4A
Uncored 4* lb.21 a 3}

#17 4> ton,

cteding #50 4>
less than 1 inch

<•
.4J® 6
Twine.
36
pc ad val.
Duty
Cotton Sail.83 (®86e
.40 ®
Flax

o

Duty 20c p lb.
j
Hyson.75c@Sl
KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.
Young Hyson_76 @ i
Baleing.45 ®50
42 ® 60
Oolong.67 @80 Hemp
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Souchong.60 @56 India. 20® 26

25@260Spring.9

AXD STEAMERS

The light of her (true) life went down.
As sinks behind the hill
The glory of a setting star—
Clear, suddeuly, and still.

our

COREY,

Furnished the mansions of the wealthy and the

No paling of the cheek of bloom
Forewarned us of decay;
No shadow from the silent land.
Fell round our sister’s way.

Alone unto
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Expressly corrected for the Press to December 8.
An additional duty qfDuty 6c p lb.
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red from the place qfpro- Duty
Pig and Stamp #6,
duct ion or growth.
Bar not exceeding *50 4>

and

wa* read at the funeral of Mrs. J.

of one word
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Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

The following beautiful hymn by Whittier,

change

MAR

_THE

appointed

undersigned

Commissioners to receive and examine all claims and
demands against said estate. And all persons are
hereby iiooned that the meetings of the Commissioners for the above purposes will be held at the
office of Frederick Fax, 64 Middle street, Portland,
on the last Saturday of each of the following months,
viz: November, December, 1862, January. February,
March and April, 1863—ftom 2 to 5 o’clock P. M., on
each of those davs.
DEOKt.E E. B. JACKSON, I
IKVINt, W. I'.MtKEK,
nov8
Portland, Nov. 8,1962.
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SHOP

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,
▲ ItD

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS.
daw

Portland, Jane 26. 1862.

PLEASURE

PARTIES.

vhitin* the Islands, supplied
with stores at the shortest notice.

IJXCURSIONISTS
Order* solicited.
a

180 Fere Street mrmr feet tf Exefaaage.
CALDERWOOD k BECKETT.
dtf
Portland. Jane 23.

Photographic Frame*.
or oval—every kind called for.
QUARKmanufactured
ourselves,

^ hein*
necessarily imported,

These

except those
compete with any market for low pricee. At wholesale or retail, at 26, MarMORRISON k CO'*
ket Square,
by

we can

